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Abstract
It is well-known that the performance of large-sized deep neural networks (DNNs) is
sensitive to the setting of their hyperparameters. Hyperparameter optimization is thus
recognized as a crucial step in the process of applying DNNs to achieve best performance
and drive industrial applications. For many years, the de-facto standard for hyperparam-
eter tuning in deep learning has been a simple grid search. Recently, Bayesian optimiza-
tion has been proposed for automatic hyperparameter tuning. However, it can hardly
tune more than 20 hyperparameters simultaneously. Furthermore, the elementary- and
hyper-parameter optimization tasks are usually solved separately where the hyperpa-
rameter optimization process, defined as the outer loop does not make full use of the
inner elementary optimization process.
To address these issues, we propose effective, efficient and scalable gradient-based
methods for optimizing elementary- and hyper-parameters in DNNs in a unified man-
ner. The first is a novel approximate method, DrMAD, for obtaining gradients with
respect to hyperparameters based on asymmetric reverse-mode automatic differentia-
tion. It is 15 ∼ 45 times faster and consumes 50 ∼ 100 times less memory on a variety
of benchmark datasets compared to the state-of-the-art methods for optimizing hyper-
parameters with minimal compromise to its effectiveness. Inspired by the approximate
nature of DrMAD, we develop an adaptive and approximate gradient-based method for
optimizing elementary parameters in DNNs, which is more effective.
We also propose an effective, efficient and scalable neural optimizer using a recurrent
vneural network (RNN) for tuning dynamic parameter-wise hyperparameters of another
DNN. The proposed neural optimizer is trained using the approximate hypergradients
obtained from DrMAD. Extensive experiments show that our approach outperforms the
state-of-the-art neural optimizer in terms of classification accuracy of the DNN being
optimized for long horizons, but converges at least 20 times faster and consumes about
100 times less memory.
To the best of our knowledge, the works described in this thesis represent the first
forays into the scalable gradient-based methods for elementary- and hyper-parameter
optimization in DNNs in a unified manner.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Deep neural networks
Recent theoretical and empirical results [18, 71] suggest that for machine learning ap-
plications to learn complex features that can represent high-level abstractions, deep
learning architectures may be needed. Otherwise, if the machine learning task is “per-
formed with a very large but shallow architecture (with many computational elements)”,
an exponential number of training samples may be needed to tune each of these elements
and capture a highly-varying function [18]. Exponential algorithms are impractical be-
cause of the need for exceedingly high resources and time requirement. Hence they are
very rarely used in complex real-world problems.
Deep neural networks (DNNs) are claimed to be end-to-end in that they “learn
complex mappings by transforming their inputs through multiple layers of nonlinear
operations” [94] directly by gradient-based learning without manual feature engineering.
The information from the lower levels is grouped to form complex features for various
tasks, where the features are usually defined as properties that can be computed from
input data, with the hope that these feature representations can make the subsequent
learning tasks easier [71].
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1.2 Elementary- and hyper-parameter optimization
Typically, a deep learning algorithm A tries to find a function f that minimizes certain
expected loss L(x ; f ) over i.i.d. samples x from a ground truth distribution G
x
[24]. A
deep learning algorithm A can be thought of as mapping a set of finite training samples,
X (train), from G
x
to a function f which is usually done by optimizing a training criterion
with respect to a set of elementary parameters1 w.
The back-propagation (BP) algorithm is a combination of reverse-mode automatic
differentiation [12] and steepest descent [49]. BP has been considered the de facto
method for training elementary parameters in DNNs [120]. It back-propagates gradients
with respect to elementary parameters from the output layer to the hidden layers in an
exact and symmetric manner [49].
However, modern deep learning algorithms are rarely hyperparameter-free, and thus
their success relies heavily on the proper choices of high-level hyperparameters λ [21].
Even though deep learning algorithms claim to be end-to-end learning with respect to
elementary parameters, it is notoriously well-known that they are sensitive to the setting
of their hyperparameters [20, 190]. A poorly-tuned deep learning methods may perform
no better than chance, while a well-tuned one may achieve state-of-the-art performance
[190].
Due to the costly evaluations of one particular model and the large number of such
hyperparameters, exploring all the possible hyperparameter-space sufficiently under af-
fordable budgets is difficult if not impossible. Therefore, when a model generalizes
poorly, it is unclear whether it is because the model itself is sub-optimal, or it is be-
cause of the poor settings of hyperparameters [170]. Hyperparameters have always been
treated as secondary considerations and are not configured in a principled way [198].
Moreover, machine learning culture has often not considered hyperparameter tuning as
1We use elementary to unambiguously denote the traditional parameters updated by back-
propagation, e.g. weights and biases in a neural network.
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a formal optimization problem [185].
For a very long time, a simple grid search has been the de-facto standard for hy-
perparameter tuning for deep learning [185]. Fortunately, it is now well recognized that
for deep learning algorithms to drive industrial applications and to achieve the best
performance, hyperparameter optimization is a crucial step [61]. Recently, deep neu-
ral networks whose hyperparameters are optimized in a principled and automatic way
have shown the ability to reach or surpass those with hyperparameters tuned by human
experts in a variety of benchmark datasets [185, 190].
Similar to [185], the actual deep learning algorithm is denoted by Aλ, which means
it is obtained after choosing λ, and f = Aλ(X (train)) stands for training on a set X (train).
An efficient and principled way of choosing λ is to minimize generalization error
Ex∼Gx [L(x;Aλ(X (train)))] , which is called hyperparameter optimization [19]. Hyperpa-




Ex∼Gx [L(x;Aλ(X (train)))]. (1.1)
There are many attempts to automatically tune the hyperparameters of deep learning
algorithms in the current literature. Some papers propose to evolve deep neural network
architectural hyperparameters using genetic algorithms [60]. In [13], they optimize the
complete topology of a DNN components with a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm.
It is well-known that evolutionary algorithms cannot make use of intermediate feedback
and have no assumptions about states compared to reinforcement learning approaches
[197]. Random search [19] has also been shown to be effective for tuning deep belief
networks on the MNIST dataset.
During the last few years, Bayesian optimization (BO) has been revisited as an
appealing method to search for better hyperparameters in deep learning algorithms. BO
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builds a probabilistic model to describe the distribution of validation loss conditioned
on a set of hyperparameters. The distribution is obtained by multiple observations over
the pairs of hyperparameter and validation loss [185]. This probability model is then
used to optimize the validation loss after complete training of the elementary parameters
of another model being optimized. BO achieved good performance on various datasets
[20, 21, 33, 35, 99, 103, 132, 190, 193]. For example, [190] tunes nine hyperparameters
of a three-layer convolutional network [110] on the CIFAR–10 dataset which consists of
60000 32×32 tiny color images. In [21], a deep belief network with 20 hyperparameters
is tuned and tested on the MNIST rotated background images data set. In [191], a
pseudo-Bayesian neural network is used to tune hyperparameters including learning
rates of another deep neural network. They add a Bayesian linear regressor to the last
hidden layer of a deep network, marginalizing only the output weights of the network
while using a point estimate for the remaining parameters. The hyperparameters of
this pseudo-Bayesian network are tuned by a Bayesian optimizer based on Gaussian
processes. This approach can only give one fixed learning rates to be used arcoss all
iterations which may not be optimal.
Although BO can achieve good performance with a variety of models on many bench-
mark datasets [185], we argue that it is neither the only nor the best choice for tuning
hyperparameters of DNNs due to some of its severe limitations. First, BO itself is not
hyperparameter-free. For example, it needs to optimize an acquisition function at each
step in order to trade-off exploration and exploitation [185], but the choice of acquisition
function is dependent on tasks at hand [185]. There exist a plethora of choices, including
expected improvement [33, 104, 190, 204], upper confidence bounds [114, 193], proba-
bility of improvement [104, 113], information gain [90, 91, 175, 184, 203], Thompson
sampling [3, 39, 56, 148], and so on. Also, BO needs to choose the kernel functions and
the hyperparameters associated with the respective kernels [185, 198].
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Second, BO can hardly scale up to handle more than 20 hyperparameters [185].
Here we mean effective hyperparameters, and it has been shown in [205] that Bayesian
optimization can handle high-dimensional inputs only if the number of effective hyper-
parameters is small. The unscability of BO methods seems to be rooted in their inability
to make use of intermediate feedbacks. That is, BO algorithms only make decisions after
the inner loop DNN converges and give an evaluation result, which is a scalar. BO ap-
proaches completely ignore the information and interaction between the outer and inner
loop during optimization.
Due to these limitations, hyperparameters are still considered nuisances, which en-
courages researchers to develop deep learning algorithms with as few of them as possible.
We argue that being able to richly hyperparameterize our models is more than a pedantic
trick. For example we can set a separate L1 penalty for each layer2 which has been shown
to be beneficial to the performance of deep learning algorithms on several benchmark
datasets [190].
Recently, it has been shown [11, 15, 54, 137, 141, 191] that gradient-based methods
can handle high-dimensional hyperparameter optimization, but they are not scalable.
Suppose we were to train a neural network on MNIST dataset. We can set the iteration
number to be 20,000, and thus the elementary parameter vector would take up 1 GB at
each iteration. A naïve gradient-based hyperparameter optimization algorithm [15] has
to store all the intermediate variables (e.g. weights and biases) at every iteration, thus
requiring memory of up to 20, 000× 1 GB = 20, 000 GB = 20 TB.
1.3 Asymmetric and unified gradient-based approaches
The authors in [130] show that for BP, the weights used in the forward pass do not
have to be symmetric with the weights used in the backward pass. Since DNNs learn
2In ResidualNet [86], there are over a thousand layers.
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how to make the feedback signals useful, random weights work evenly well, as long as
the feedback matrices are fixed and random and the whole network is updated at every
iteration [130].
In this thesis, we propose novel asymmetric BP for deep models on a variety of
datasets in a truly end-to-end manner where both elementary- and hyper-parameters
are optimized jointly using gradients. Our gradient-based methods can optimize thou-
sands of effective hyperparameters and hundreds of thousands of elementary parameters
simultaneously and make full use of the high-dimensional3 gradient information at every
elementary optimization iteration in an efficient manner. In sharp contrast, BO can
only utilize the information after the convergence of inner loop for the optimizee, which
is just a scalar loss value. Also, compared to conventional symmetric gradient-based
approaches [11, 15, 54, 137, 141, 191], our asymmetric methods are more efficient and
more effective, which will be discussed in detail in the following chapters.
The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• We proposed an efficient and scalable method, DrMAD, which is based on re-
cent advances in reverse-mode automatic differentiation and allows for optimizing
hyperparameters with gradients.
• Inspired by the approximate nature of DrMAD, we developed an approximate and
adaptive gradient-based methods for optimizing elementary parameters of a DNN
which is more effective.
• We proposed an efficient and effective LSTM-based neural optimizer for tuning
the parameter-wise dynamic hyperparameters, such as learning rates, of another
DNN.
3As many as elementary parameters.
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1.4 Organization
This thesis consists of 5 chapters. Chapter 2 describes the background and related works.
Chapter 3 presents novel asymmetric automatic differentiation methods for tuning hyper-
and elementary- parameters in a deep neural network, which is based on Reference
[64]; while Chapter 4 describes an efficient neural optimizer for parameter-wise dynamic
hyperparameters based on DrMAD. Chapter 5 provides a summary and future work.
Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
2.1 Deep neural networks
As the thesis focuses on supervised learning algorithms1, we will review related research
on multilayer perceptron (MLP), convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and long short-
term memory (LSTM) networks.
2.1.1 Stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
Training a DNN with n free parameters can be formulated as the problem of minimizing
a function f : Rn → R. Following the convention of [85, 135], we define a loss function
ψ : Rn → R for each training sample; the distribution of training samples then induces a
distribution over function D, and the overall function f to optimized is the expectation
of this distribution:
f(w) := Eψ∼D[ψ(w)]. (2.1)
Usually, f is optimized by iteratively adjusting wt (the weight vector at time step
1It should be noted that our proposed methods can be easily extended to solve unsupervised prob-
lems, as long as the loss functions is well defined.
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t) using gradient information obtained on a mini-batch {ψbi=1} ∼ Db. Based on this
mini-batch, the gradient ∇ft(wt) is computed with ft(wt) = 1b
∑b
i=1 ψi(wt). Then the
weight vector is updated using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) as follows:
wt+1 = wt − ηt∇ft(wt), (2.2)
where ηt is the learning rate at time t.
2.1.2 Multilayer perceptron
Multilayer perceptron (MLP) or feedforward deep network is considered the most classic
example of deep learning models [49]. An MLP can be seen as a mapping from some
input values to output values, where the mapping consists of many simpler mappings
[49]. One can think of each small mapping as providing a new representation of the
input [49].
Mathematically, an MLP tries to approximate some classifier function y = f ∗(x)
mapping an input x to a category y. We denote the MLP as f(x;w) where w’s are the
parameters that we are looking for to achieve the best approximation. The information
from the lower levels is grouped to form complex features, which is associated with a
directed acyclic graph describing how the functions are composed together [71].
Imagine that we are to build a MLP as a composed function f(x) with 4 functions
f (1), f (2), f (3), f (4) in sequence, that is
f(x) = f (4)(f (3)(f (2)(f (1)(x)))). (2.3)
Conventionally, we call f (1) the first layer of the MLP, f (2) the second layer, and f (3)
the third layer, and so on. Also, we consider the first layer is lower than the second
layer in this chain of functions. The first layer is usually connected to the input data,
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and the final layer is called the output layer.
During training, the learning algorithm drives f(x) to approximate f ∗(x) [71]. In
supervised learning, the learning algorithm is provided with a set of training samples of
proper network behavior, which can be seen as samples of f ∗(x) evaluated at different
positions [71]. Each training sample is associated with a label y ≈ f ∗(x).
Though the training samples can drive the output layer to match y at each point x,
other layers cannot be influenced by the training data directly [71]. The layers other than
the output and input layer are called hidden layers, because they can not receive guidance
from the training data directly [71]. We denote the hidden features as h = f(x;w).
2.1.3 Generic training and architecture
Most deep neural network models are trained with gradient descent, which is similar to
other conventional models like SVMs [38]. But the nonlinearity of a deep neural network
model makes its loss functions to be non-convex, which implies that there is no global
convergence guarantees [71]. Deep neural networks are usually trained by a iterative,
gradient-based optimizer [71].
In this thesis, we focus on parametric models. One example for loss function is
defined as the cross-entropy between the training samples and the models’ predictions
as the cost function [71], which is similar to other parametric models:
L(w) = −Ex,y∼pˆdata logpmodel(y|x). (2.4)
Also we consider multi-class classification problems in the following chapters, we use
softmax units as the output layer functions. Softmax functions are used to present the
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where zi = logP˜ (y = i|x).
As for hidden units, rectified linear units [154] are a popular choice. Following the
notations in [71], the input vector to a hidden unit is denoted as x, and the hidden units
compute an affine transformation z = WTx + b, where b is the bias term. The affine
transformation z will be input into an element-wise nonlinear function g(z).
There are three variants of rectified linear units, which use a non-zero slope ϑi when
zi < 0:
hi = g(z, ϑ)i = ϑimin(0, zi) + max(0, zi). (2.6)
A leaky rectified linear unit [140] fixes ϑi to a small value. A parametric rectified
linear unit [87] chooses to parameterize ϑi. Absolute value rectification [71] fixes ϑi = −1
in order to have the effect of g(z) = |z|.
2.1.4 Convolutional neural networks
“Convolutional networks are simply neural networks that use convolution in place general
matrix multiplication in at least one of their layers” [71]. Convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) are almost ubiquitous in computer vision applications [98, 102, 111, 158, 162,
188, 194].
Convolution operation utilizes three key ideas [71]:
• Parameter sharing: The same parameters appear in more than one function in the
model.
• Sparse interactions: Every output unit is not allowed to interact with every input








Figure 2.1: The components of a typical convolutional neural network (CNN) layer.
Reproduced from [71].
unit. Thus the network can represent complicated interactions among huge amount
of variables by using simple building blocks through sparse interactions.
• Equivariant representations: Due to the parameter sharing, a function keeps its
output unchanged even if the input changes.
Besides convolution stage, usually a layer of convolutional network has three stages [71]
as shown in Figure 2.1:
• The first stage performs several convolutions in parallel to produce a bunch of
linear activations.
• Certain form of nonlinear activation functions are applied to the linear activations
from the first stage.
• Finally, we apply a pooling function to modify the output. It is usually used to
make the output smaller thus decreasing the number of model parameters.
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2.1.5 Long short-term memory
Recurrent neural networks with long-short-term memory (LSTM) have become the most
popular tools for machine learning tasks with sequential data [96], and have been applied
successfully to a variety of difficult problems, including language modeling [211], transla-
tion [138], speech recognition [176], audio analysis [143], video analysis [55], handwriting
recognition [51, 169], and so on.
The key to the success of LSTM is the incorporation of a memory cell which can
maintain its state over time, and a series of gating units with non-linear activation
functions which regulate the information flow of that memory cell [76, 96].
The basic LSTM layer can be described as [96]:
it = tanh(Wixt +Riht−1 + bi) (2.7)
jt = σ(Wjxt +Rjht−1 + bj) (2.8)
rt = σ(Wfxt +Rfht−1 + bf ) (2.9)
ot = tanh(Woxt +Roht−1 + bo) (2.10)
ct = it ⊙ jt + rt ⊙ ct−1 (2.11)
ht = ot ⊙ tanh(ct) (2.12)
where ⊙ is Hadamard product, σ is the sigmoid function, and ht, ct, ot, xt, it, jt, rt are
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the values of the corresponding variable at time-step t. Each LSTM cell receives xt
from its layer below and ct−1 and ht−1 from the previous time-step. It then outputs ct
and ht to the next time-step. It can be seen from Equation 2.12 that h is updated at
every time-step, so it forms a fast state that can quickly adapt to new information. In
contrast, from Equation 2.11, we can see that c only updates part of its value, which is
controlled by the forget gate r, therefore c forms a slow state that allows information to
be maintained over longer time-steps. Even though there exists a plethora of variants
for LSTM [109, 112, 143, 156], but none of them are able to improve upon the standard
LSTM architecture significantly [76]. As a result, we use the standard LSTM throughout
this thesis.
2.1.6 Deep reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms are designed to train an agent to interact with
an environment and improve the performance in sequential decision making processes
[197]. The goal of a reinforcement learning agent is to maximize its expected total
reward by learning an optimal policy (mapping from states to actions). Following the
notation in [129], at each time step t, the agent observes a state st ∈ S, selects an action
at ∈ A, and receives a reward r(st+1, at+1). After taking the action, the agent observes
the next state st+1. In addition, the environment E may be stochastic. We model it as
a Markov Decision Processe (MDP) [197]. That is, given the current state st and action
at, the probability of arriving at the next state st+1 and receiving reward rt+1 does not
depend on any of the previous states or actions. The accumulative return at time t is
given by Rt =
∑T
t′=t γ
t′−tr(st′ , at′), where T is the termination time step, which is also
called the number of episodes. he goal of a reinforcement learning agent is to maximize
its expected total reward from the start distribution J = Ert,st∼E,at∼pi [R1] by learning an
optimal policy (mapping from states to actions).
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The action-value function Qπ(s, a) : (S,A)→ R measures the expected return after
observing state st and taking an action under a policy π : S → A
Qπ(st, at) = Ert′≥t,st′>t∼E,at′>t∼π[Rt|st, at] (2.13)
It can also be rewritten as the Bellman equation [197]:
Qπ(st, at) = Ert,st+1∼E[r(st, at) + γEat+1∼π[Q
π(st+1, at+1)]] (2.14)
When the target policy is deterministic, we can describe as a function µ : S → A:
Qµ(st, at) = Ert,st+1∼E[r(st, at) + γQ
µ(st+1, µ(st+1))] (2.15)
We can generate transitions from a different stochastic policy β and then learn Qµ
off-policy.
Q-learning [207] uses the greedy policy µ(s) = argmaxaQ(s, a). We can minimize
the loss with a function approximator parameterized by θQ:
L(θQ) = Est∼ρβ ,at∼β,rt∼E [(Q(st, at|θQ)− yt)2], (2.16)
where yt = r(st, at) + γQ(st+1, µ(st+1)|θQ).
The deep Q-network (DQN) method, which was first proposed in [150] to play Atari
games with discrete actions, approximates the optimal Q-function with a DNN, which
used to be avoided due to the lack of theoretical guarantees. But in order to make DQN
work in practice, they introduce a separate target network for computing yt and the use
of a replay buffer.
Although DQN [150] has been shown to achieve human-level performance on Atari
video games, it can only deal with discrete and low-dimensional action spaces. Based
on the deterministic policy gradient (DPG) [122], DDPG, as a model-free, off-policy
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actor-critic algorithm with deep neural network, has been proposed in [129]. DDPG can
learn policies in high-dimensional continuous action spaces [129].
In DPG, the critic Q(s, a) is learned by the Equation 2.14, and the parameterized
actor µ(s|θµ) learns the deterministic mapping from the current state to a specific action
[122]. We update the actor µ(s|θµ) using the gradients of the expected return from
the start distribution J with respect to the actor parameters, which is also the policy
gradient:
∇θµJ ≈ Est∼ρβ [∇aQ(s, a|θQ)|s=st,a=µ(st)∇θµµ(s|θµ)|s=st] (2.17)
It has been argued in [129] that though the approximation in Equation 2.17 makes
the algorithm lose its convergence guarantee, it seems essential for it to learn on large
state spaces. Deep DPG (DDPG) [129] uses a DNN to learn in the state and action
spaces online.
2.2 Bayesian optimization for hyperparameter tun-
ing
2.2.1 Background
The term Bayesian optimization (BO) seems to have been coined by Jonas Mockus al-
most three decades ago [151]. Compared with gradient-based optimization strategies
such as stochastic gradient descent, because BO algorithms are designed to reduce the
number of function evaluations, they tend to spend more time between function evalua-
tions [33]. Recent applications of BO include robotics [131, 144], reinforcement learning
[33], sensor networks [66, 193], environment monitoring [142], combinatorial optimization
[99, 206], interactive user-interfaces [32, 59].
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It should be noted that when applying BO, the ground truth distribution Gxis un-
known, and we usually apply cross-validation to estimate it instead. Cross-validation
replaces the expectation with a mean over a validation set X (valid) drawn i.i.d. x ∼ Gx,






L(x;Aλ(X (train))) ≡ argmin
λ∈Λ
Ψ(λ) (2.18)
In Equation 2.18, the optimization problem is expressed in terms of a surrogate
function (also called response function), Ψ.
As little is known about the search space Λ or the surrogate function Ψ , the standard
approach is to choose some number S trial points {λ1, ..., λS}, and return the i th point λi
with best performance after evaluating Ψ{λ1, ..., λS}. It can be seen from this procedure
that choosing the set (or a sequence) of trials {λ1, ..., λS}. Currently, the dominant
method seems still to be a combination of grid search and manual search [19, 93]. Grid
search is considered as one of the simplest automatic search algorithms available [84].
But it suffers from the curse of dimensionality, because the number of trials grows
exponentially with the number of hyper-parameters [14]. Whereas manual search is
difficult to reproduce results [19]. It has been shown in [19] that random search is more
efficient than grid search in high-dimensional spaces if functions Ψ of interest have a low
effective dimensionality, and thus should be seen as a new baseline of hyperparameter
optimization.
2.2.2 Properties
In terms of the number of function evaluations needed, BO is considered as one of the
most efficient algorithms [33, 104, 152]. In the following, we will discuss its properties
briefly.
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2.2.2.1 Bayesian approach
Bayesian optimization (BO) is called Bayesian because it utilizes “Bayes’ theorem”:
P (A|D) ∝ P (D|A)P (D). (2.19)
where the posterior probability of a hypothesis (or a model)A given data (or observation)
D is proportional to the likelihood of D given A multiplied by the prior probability of
A.
Priors are invaluable tools for regularization, as they represent our belief about the
possible objective functions [9, 24]. It might seem that with enough data (especially in
the era of big data), the priors are overwhelmed and the results usually converge with
frequentist inference. Imagine that a frequentist model (that is specified correctly) is
being trained on a big data set, and that after a lot of estimation time the algorithm
fails to converge, and the deadline is approaching. If it were a Bayesian model, then
the estimation time is not wasted. Because Bayesian models are often sequential, in the
sense that the results of a previous model may be used to influence the current model
[9, 24]. In this way, prior distributions could be updated to facilitate the subsequent
searches [24].
In fact, due to the lack of efficient estimation methods, the applications of Bayesian
approaches are still impeded [9, 24]. But it should be noted that here we incorporate
Bayesian methods into the outer loop in the overall learning pipeline, where they can
still handle this small-enough data set fed by the inner loop without suffering from
a computational burden. In other words, the efficiency issues of Bayesian approaches
will not be considered here in our research because of the special formulation of our
optimization problems.
Based on modern optimization techniques, statistical learning theory focuses on fit-
ting the equivalent of a maximum a posterior in Bayesian while not emphasizing the
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regularization (the equivalent of a prior in Bayesian) too much [67]. However, choosing
models by optimizing some suitable criterion evaluated on a finite sample of data in-
creases the risk of over-fitting the criterion, i.e. “reducing the statistic beyond the point
where improvements in generalization performance are obtained and the reduction is
instead gained by exploiting the peculiarities of the sample of data (e.g. noises)” [37].
The reason why Bayesian methods work better is that nothing has to be optimized, but
instead we integrate over all possible choices [37]. The problem then lies in the choice
of prior beliefs over the model [9].
Frequentist methods are still state-of-the-art in many fields, such as least absolute
shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) regression [202]. Bayesian approaches work
by modeling and adapting within a malleable language of models, whereas statistical
learning theory derives from attempts to mathematically characterize the properties of a
model [67]. In other words, Bayesian methods complement these algorithms by providing
more flexible modeling[9]. Therefore, due to the emphasis on detailed modeling, BO
could do better jobs with fixed-budgets on the number of allowed objective function
evaluations compared to the frequentist counterpart [97].
2.2.2.2 Non-convexity and derivative-free
BO is a non-convex optimization technique [33]. Convexity is usually viewed as a virtue,
but it is in fact often a limitation [16]. The price we pay for insisting on convexity is
the “unbearable increase in the size of the model”, or the optimization algorithms not
being able to scale up [16].
It has been shown that using a suitable architecture (even if it leads to non-convex
loss functions) is more important than insisting on convexity (particularly if it restricts
us to unsuitable architectures) [16, 44].
Associated with non-convexity-fear, it seems that machine learning community is not
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familiar with derivative-free optimization techniques than with gradient-based optimiza-
tion ones [20]. Derivative-free optimization algorithms were first proposed in the early
days of the development of optimization theory [145] with the advantage of a simple
preparatory stage, i.e. the program for computing the function values is much simpler
than then program for computing the vector of the gradient [157].
However, they were soon depreciated due to the difficulty of theoretical investigation
[157]. Furthermore, the empirical convergence rate of these methods is too inefficient
compared to the gradient-based optimization approaches [157]. As a consequence, the
derivative-free optimization methods were recognized as discredited approaches and were
out of computational practice [157].
Interestingly, in the last few years, several research papers revisited certain derivative-
free optimization methods and combined them with Bayesian approaches for hyper-
parameter tuning problems [20, 21, 201]. Surrogate-based models and the theoretical
understandings have become the focus in derivative-free optimization research during
recent years [173].
2.2.3 Procedure
In general, BO optimizes a cheaper-to-evaluate surrogate of an expensive target function
(cross-validation tests of learning algorithms in our case) [99].
We here specify the form of our optimization problem to be maximization of a real-
valued function2 λ∗ = argmaxλf(λ), which can be easily regarded as the minimization
of the transformed function g(λ) = −f(λ) . We also assume that the objective function
f(λ) defined over a compact set F is Lipschitz-continuous:
‖f(λ1)− f(λ2)‖ ≤ C‖λ1 − λ2‖, (2.20)
2This real-valued function here is to model the accuracy of a learning algorithm.
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where the C is a constant, and λ1, λ2 ∈ F .
Further, we define it as a global instead of local optimization. In the local setting, it
is only required that we find a point λ(∗) such that:
f(λ(∗)) ≥ f(λ), ∀λ s.t. ‖λ1 − λ2‖ < ǫ. (2.21)
Obviously, if f(λ) is convex, any local maximum is also a global maximum. But we
cannot assume the convexity property in our problem.
We also assume that the objective is a black-box function (this implies that we do not
know its derivatives), which is common in global optimization problems [33]. By black-
box, we mean that it is only possible to evaluate the function by querying at a point
λ and getting a noisy response. BO constructs a probabilistic model for the objective
function on some bounded set and uses the prior and observations to define a posterior
distribution, while integrating out uncertainty [190]. The key idea is to not rely on
local gradient or Hessian approximations but to use all the information from previous
evaluations of the objective function [190], which is then optimized by minimizing the
expected risk. A utility function (also called acquisition function) is used to help decide
where to sample next. The expectation of this acquisition function is optimized with
respect to the posterior distribution of the objective function.
We assume the existence of Gaussian noises in the data. λi is the ith sample and
oi = f(λi)+ǫi, with ǫi
i.i.d.
∼ N (0, σ2noise), as the noisy observation of the objective function
at λi.
The pseudo code of Algorithm 2.1 shows the overall procedure of BO. In essence, BO
consists of two main components: the acquisition function and posterior distribution
over the objective (also called the surrogate) [209]. As observations D1:t = {λ1:t, o1:t}
are accumulated, the posterior distribution P (f |D1:t)  P (D1:t|f)P (f) is obtained by
combining a prior distribution P (f) with the likelihood function P (D1:t|f).
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Algorithm 2.1 Bayesian Optimization
1: for t=1,2... do
2: Find λt by optimizing the acquisition function over the GP: λt =
argmaxλ u(λ|D1:t−1).
3: Sample the objective function: ot = f(λt) + ǫt.
4: Extend the data D1:t = {D1:t−1, (λt, ot)} and update the GP.
5: end for
2.2.3.1 Priors
A BO algorithm will converge to the optimum if the following conditions hold [33]:
1. The acquisition function is continuous and approximately minimizes the expected
deviation from the global minimum at a fixed point λ;
2. The conditional variance converges to zero if and only if the distance to the nearest
observation is zero;
3. The optimization is independent of the mth differences;
4. The prior is homogeneous;
5. The objective function is continuous.
In particular, [152] showed that the Gaussian Process (GP) prior can work well with BO.
GP is completely specified by its mean function, m and covariance (also called kernel)
function, k:
f(λ) ∼ GP (m(λ), k(λ, λ′)).
The prior mean is usually assumed to be a zero function, m(λ) = 0, for convenience.
After choosing {λ1:t} and their corresponding values {f1:t} = {f(λ1:t)}, we can use BO to
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Due to the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula [172], we can analytically arrive
at:
P (ft+1|D1:t, λt+1) = N (µt(λt+1), σ2t (λt+1)) (2.23)
where µt(λt+1) = k
TK−1f1:t, and σ
2
t (λt+1) = k(λt+1, λt+1)− kTK−1k.
In fact, as the smoothness properties depend on the kernel function, whose choice
thus becomes crucial for GP [172]. But it is not the key topic in our current work, and
thus we simply choose any popular ones suited to tasks at hand.
2.2.3.2 Acquisition function
As mentioned before, the acquisition function u(·) is used to guide the search for the
optimum, in the sense that high acquisition values corresponds to high values of the ob-
jective function with a high probability [33]. Mathematically, the optimization problem
is defined as: argmaxλu(λ|D). Unlike the original unknown objective function, u(·) can
be cheaply sampled, and several existing toolboxes can solve this problem reasonably
well [33, 190].
There exist a plethora of choices, including expected improvement [33, 104, 190, 204],
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upper confidence bounds [114, 193], probability of improvement [104, 113], information
gain [90, 91, 175, 184, 203], Thompson sampling [3, 39, 56, 148], and so on.
A popular acquisition function was proposed in [113], named Probability of Improve-
ment (PI), as:






where λ+ = argmaxλi∈λ1:tf(λi), and Φ(·) is the normal cumulative distribution function.
A modification to Equation 2.24 is to add a trade-off parameter ξ ≥ 0 as follows:






The optimization of acquisition function involves a fundamental exploration-exploitation
problem here: for exploration, those points with large variance are preferred; for exploita-
tion, those points with high mean are preferred.
2.2.3.3 Multi-armed bandit
Surprisingly, the systematic research on acquisition functions for fix-budgeted BO has
largely remained unexplored in the literature [21]. In contrast, optimization with fix-
budgeted constraints within the framework of multi-armed bandit (MAB) has been
studied in depth [8, 34, 65].
A multi-armed bandit is an sequential allocation problem aiming at achieving the
largest possible reward from a payoff distribution with unknown parameters that are
to be learned [181]. The name bandit refers to the colloquial term for a slot machine
(“one-armed bandit” in American slang). At each time step, it must decide which arm
of the experiment to be allocated a unit resource and some observable payoff is obtained.
This choice involves the fundamental trade-off between exploring arms that might give
higher payoffs in the future but appear to be inferior due to sampling variability and
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exploiting arms that did well in the past based on limited sample information. Multi-
armed bandit is notoriously resistant to analysis [181], although optimal solutions exist
in certain special cases [69], which are usually difficult to compute and rely on artificial
discount factors, and hence can hardly generalize to realistic situations. There is also a
possibility that they may play the wrong arm forever, which is referred to as incomplete
learning [31].
In fact, a BO problem can be cast as an MAB , where the acquisition is defined as
the instantaneous regret function [33, 193]:
r(λ) = f(λ⋆)− f(λ) (2.26)








where T is the number of iterations run thus far.
In [193], the payoff function is sampled from a GP, and the acquisition function is
the Upper Confidence Bound (UCB):
GP−UCB(λ) = µ(λ) + κtσ(λ), (2.28)
where κt =
√
ντt and the user-defined parameter ν > 0.
It is desirable to simultaneously to sample a batch of points in order to accelerate
the process of GP-UCB. Especially for our hyperparameters optimization tasks, in which
each observation would take multiple hours or even days to evaluate [18, 111]. In [50],
it has shown that one can parallelize GP-UCB with theoretical guarantee and empirical
success on two real-world applications. However, it is known that UCB is deterministic
and suffers a larger regret when facing a sub-optimal choice; on the other hand, Thomas
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sampling can alleviate the negative influence of delayed feedback by randomizing over
actions [39].
Most theories related to bandit algorithms only give asymptotic bounds [34, 69,
146], which provide limited guidance to practical applications. Furthermore, theoretical
analysis and comprehensive experiments of Thompson sampling for parallel MAB have
not yet been done [3].
Due to the disadvantages associated with optimal analysis mentioned above, Thomp-
son sampling (TS), as one of the oldest heuristic to balance the exploration-vs-exploitation
trade-off, is particularly attractive for realistic applications due to its ease of implemen-
tation and combinations of several nice features of other popular heuristics [181]. TS
plays each arm in proportion to its probability of being optimal [181]. Actually, this is
not new [199, 200], but modern Bayesian framework (GP in our case) enables it to han-
dle a broader class of reward distributions [181]. Traditionally, randomness has not been
considered as a powerful set of statistical ideas for Bayesian methods [183]. Nonetheless,
the addition of randomness could make the posterior less sensitive to the prior [183].
This is particularly valuable in practice, especially when we have limited data at hand.
The concrete formulation of TS can be done in the following [3]. Given a set of
available actions Λ, an agent chooses an action λ ∈ Λ and then obtains a reward y. In
our case, an action λ represents a specific combination of hyperparameters for a learning
algorithm, and the reward y is the corresponding cross-validation test score on a given
data set. Same as GP-UCB, TS also aims to find a policy that maximizes the cumulative
reward [39].
Empirically, TS is arguably regarded as the best-performing approach to solve exploration-
exploitation problems in practice, especially when considering delay feedbacks [39, 74,
75, 146, 181]. The unpopularity in the literature may be due to its relative lack of
theoretical analysis [39].
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2.3 Multi-task Bayesian optimization
2.3.1 Background
Most previous work in Bayesian optimization for hyperparameter tuning can be consid-
ered as designing elaborate models (such as various kernels) on small data (few {hyper-
parameter, score} pairs) [20, 191]. It has been argued in [81] that more data with simple
models usually beat elaborate models based on less data. Especially, when considering
the fact that increases in computational power are nowadays primarily achieved more
through hardware parallelism, it is possible and also highly desirable to get more data
for Bayesian optimization. One way [191] is to explore a wide range of hyperparameters
on subsets of data in parallel, and then transfer this knowledge to infer effective settings
for on the full dataset. Borrowing the terms from transfer learning literature [166], we
define the tasks of tuning hyperparameters of models on subsets of dataset as the source
domain, whereas the ones of tuning hyperparameters of models on bigger dataset as the
target domain.
Multi-task learning (or inductive transfer) concerns what properties should be shared
across tasks [25]. The problem of minimizing the average error across different tasks has
been considered in [57, 99]. It has also been shown in [57] that transferring information
by constructing a common response surface for all datasets is an effective way to tune
hyperparameters across datasets. But they all need to evaluate expensive cost functions
on the full datasets to measure the similarities between the source and target domains,
which makes the whole procedure slow and not practical for big data applications.
A stochastic Bayesian optimization method is proposed in [159], where performance
evaluations on subsets are used instead of those on the whole dataset. The size of subsets
, however, has not been discussed and is assumed to be relatively large3. Thus a more
3By looking at the source code.
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principled way is needed. A probabilistic model [52] that extrapolates the performance
from the first part of a learning curve has been shown to work well to mimic the early
termination of bad runs. A similar approach has been proposed in [101] but not been test
for deep neural networks on large datasets. Although the SMAC’s and TPE’s tree-based
approach are used in [52] and perform well, tree-based approaches cannot be naturally
extended to handle multi-task settings.
GP can also handle vector-valued functions, i.e. f : λ → RT . Different tasks give
rise to T outputs. The choice of a covariance function K((λ, t), (λ′, t′)) between different
task pairs is important [25]. The intrinsic model of coregionalization [25] gives each
output as:
Kmulti((λ, t), (λ
′, t′)) = Kt(t, t
′)⊗Kλ(λ, λ′), (2.29)
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product, Kλ measures the similarities between inputs, and Kt
measures the relationship between tasks. Given Kmulti, this is simply a standard GP.
The parameters of Kt can be inferred by using slice sampling.
Multi-task GPs generally assume that certain amount of training data for the target
task will at least be available during the learning, which serves as a measure of the
similarity between the source and target tasks [25].
Interestingly, in [189], they have shown that it is possible for multi-task GPs to gener-
alize well on totally unseen target tasks after seeing sufficiently many source tasks. The
unsupervised transfer learning relies strongly on two assumptions: 1) the similarity of
the distribution of the target task with at least one of the source tasks; 2) the agreement
between the labels of the source and target distributions is high. The first assumption
rarely holds in reality [189], and it would be much better if we could somehow provide
partial information about the similarity between the source and target domains.
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2.3.2 Our unsuccessful attempt on transfer Bayesian optimiza-
tion
Since tasks in the target domain are always more expensive, inspired by [189], the
question that we wish to raise is whether a transfer learning algorithm can generalize well
on partially unseen target domain tasks after seeing sufficiently many source tasks. More
concretely, whether we can infer a set of good hyperparameters for target domain when
we only have {hyperparameter, score} pairs in the source domain but can get access to
other task-descriptor features, i.e. learning curves. Obviously, the performance depends
strongly on the similarity between the target and the source domains. Furthermore,
training samples belonging to different subsets are not equally valuable [118]. The next
question is how to measure the similarity and then transfer.
We tried to make use of the landscape of the loss surfaces of deep learning nets to
measure the similarities between those two domains with the help of recurrent neural
networks. Specifically, we proposed to use a mixture of experts, learned with LSTMs,
for assigning unseen tasks to source tasks (determining task responsibilities), and for
performing prediction in individual tasks. Next we describe our unsuccessful attempt
with transfer learning based on Bayesian optimization.
2.3.2.1 Multi-task GPs using task-specific features
Most multi-task Bayesian optimization frameworks do not use multi-task GPs with task-
specific descriptors [198], and they usually assume that different tasks are conditionally
independent given the kernel. In contrast, our method is stronger in that it directly
induce correlations between the source and target tasks, which is similar to [26].
In the training phase, we simply run a multi-task Bayesian optimizer for source tasks
without task-specific descriptors. In the testing phase, the prediction on the target task is
based on combining each source-task predictor using a gating network. More concretely,
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let the prediction for input λ on the ith source task be denoted pi(f |λ). Then for a
testing point in the target task, we have
p(f |s, λ) =
M∑
i=1
p(i|s, λ)pi(f |λ), (2.30)
where p(i|s, λ) is a gating network outputting mixing proportions that sum to 1, s is the
task descriptor. We further simplify p(i|s, λ) into p(i|s) because there is no training data
in the target task4. This can be seen as performing weighted model averaging whereas
the method in [159] is using an unweighted average. Next we show how to learn p(i|s).
2.3.2.2 Learning curves as task descriptors
In order to evaluate the similarity between subsets (source) and the full dataset (target),
we define a discrepancy function. When evaluating hyperparameter setting λij, the ith
trial in jth task, we also evaluate that setting in the source task (trained on whole
dataset) to record the partial learning curves5.
Intuitively, if the trained neural network can predict f values well on one or multiple
target tasks based on learning curves from the source task, we assume that those source
tasks are more similar to our target task and are thus responsible for transferring more
information. In other words, p(i|s) are higher for those source tasks.
The main characteristic of the inductive transfer learning is that it requires some
form of correlation between the functions of the different tasks [189]. Having knowledge
that the tasks are related, it would be beneficial to allow the mean and the variance of
a test point from a certain task to be influenced by data from other tasks [189]. As an
4It should be noted that when doing Bayesian optimization in the source tasks, we do not use
task-specific descriptors. However, the similarities between the target task and those source tasks are
measured by learned task-specific descriptors based on learning curves. It is not clear for me how to
utilize the results from [147, 182] to form a unified covariance function, and thus I simply use a mixture
of experts for prediction.
5By “partial” we mean, whenever the training converges on the subset, we stop the learning on the
full dataset. Thus the learning curves on the full datasets are never complete.
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In this simple example the predictive mean consists of two terms, the first is due to
the information contained in the jth task and the second comes from the information in
the other tasks weighted by the parameters ζ , that can be used to quantify the level of
correlation between the tasks. In our case, we cannot get any information from the first
term, as we do not have any training data in the target task. Thus in our approach, how
much to transfer is based on how similar the learning curves of the source is to those of
the target task.
The training error surface is non-convex, and gradient descent dynamics on this sur-
face are influence by the interactions between different weights across multiple layers of
the model [177]. About three decades ago in machine learning research, the examina-
tion of learning curves was commonplace (e.g. [117]). Nowadays, learning curves are
presented only rarely in comparisons of learning algorithms.
The term learning curve appears in the literature for describing two different phe-
nomena: (1) the performance of an iterative machine learning algorithm as a function of
its training time or number of iterations; and (2) the performance of a machine learning
algorithm as a function of the size of the dataset it has available for training [52]. While
there is some work on learning curves of type 2, we here only consider using learning
curves of type 1. The non-linearity , low signal-noise ratio, and small training sample
sizes make this problem difficult [52].
It has been suggested, both experimentally and theoretically, that learning curves
usually have two phases: a fast increasing portion early in the curve, and a plateau
portion [52]. The exact pattern of a learning curve can be vastly different due to what
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the learning algorithms and the dataset used [79].
Our proposed approach is, in essence, similar to landmark features introduced in
[22], where the performances of simple and fast to learn models on the target data sets
have been used as task descriptors. In our case, the learning curves serve as a landmark
feature for different tasks.
2.3.2.3 Modeling learning curves via neural machine translators
The learning curves associated with source tasks can be thought of sentences in English,
and the partial learning curves obtained from target tasks can be thought of sentences
in French. The framework of neural machine translation consists of an encoder and a
decoder. An encoder neural network reads and encodes a source sentence into a fixed-
length vector. A decoder then outputs a translation from the encoded vector. The
whole encoder-decoder system is jointly trained to maximize the probability of a correct
translation given a source sentence.
One important characteristics of machine translation is that the target function is
neither one-to-one nor many-to-one as in many other applications of machine learning,
but one-to-many in the sense that one source sentence can be translated into many pos-
sible translations. Though more conventional model-based approaches could be applied
to learning curves of feed-forward networks [52], we adopt a model-free approach here
due to its adaptiveness, i.e. LSTMs.
The idea is to use one LSTM to read and encode the neural representation of the
learning curves, and then to use another LSTM to decode the output sequence from that
representation [196]. The second LSTM is a language model based on LSTMs, which is
conditioned on the learning curves.
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2.3.2.4 Slow experimental speed
As shown in experiment section of [52], it takes 20 days on 4 NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPUs for
a multi-task BO-based hyperparameter optimization experiment on benchmark datasets.
Since our proposed method relies on evaluating extremely many deep models in parallel,
it would take months to run only one experiment without sufficiently many GPUs.
Unfortunately, we only had 1 GPU when we worked on this issue. In other words, we
can hardly actually run the experiments to test our approaches on benchmark datasets.
Due to the intrinsic inefficiency of sequential BO and multi-task BO, we instead de-
velop highly efficient and principled gradient-based hyperparameter optimization meth-
ods speficically for deep models and test them on benchmark datasets in the following
chapters.
2.4 Automatic differentiation for optimizing elemen-
tary parameters
Automatic differentiation (AD), as a mechanical transformation of an objective function,
can calculate gradients with respect to hyperparameters (thus called hypergradients)
accurately [12, 141]. Using AD to compute gradients with respect to hyperparameters
allows us to establish direct feedback cycles between hyperparameters and elementary
parameters, which will be discussed in detail later. In contrast, BO is incapable of
modeling the elementary parameters when optimizing hyperparameters [185].
The evaluations of gradients and even Hessians of an objective function are indis-
pensable in many machine learning algorithms [179]. It is common to take quite a lot
of effort on the manual derivation of analytical derivatives and then plug these into
standard optimization approaches such as stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [27, 28].
The four main computational methods for calculating derivatives [11] are (a) man-
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ually computing derivatives; (b) numerical differentiation (based on finite difference
approximations); (c) symbolic differentiation using, e.g. Mathematica6 and SageMath7;
and (d) automatic differentiation, e.g. TorchAutograd8.
Each method as introduced above owns its benefits as well as drawbacks [11]:
• Manual differentiation is time-consuming and error-prone.
• Numerical differentiation is convenient for operation but not accurate due to trun-
cation errors and round-off.
• Symbolic differentiation does not have the drawbacks of the aforementioned meth-
ods but has the problem of “expression swell”. Moreover, manual and symbolic
differentiation only allow closed-form mathematical formula and thus have limited
expressiveness.
We focus here on the fourth method, automatic differentiation (AD). AD systematically
applies the chain rule of calculus at the elementary operator level [78]. It also guarantees
the accuracy of evaluation of derivatives with a small constant factor of computational
overhead and ideal asymptotic efficiency [12]. Surprisingly, AD was criminally under-
utilized by machine learning researchers and practitioners until very recently several
popular deep learning frameworks have adopted it as their core engine [1, 40].
It should be noted that AD is very different from other methods of generating deriva-
tive expressions in that AD computes derivatives by accumulating values and directly
generating numerical derivative evaluations [11]. Modern deep learning libraries tend to
provide differentiation capability [10]. But the type is not always clear. For example,
one of the most popular deep learning libraries, Theano9 [10], is claimed to have the
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optimized version of symbolic differentiation [12]. This argument also applies to Google
TensorFlow10, which can be seen as Theano version 2.0.
2.4.1 Comparison with symbolic and numerical differentiation
First, AD is not symbolic differentiation, which manipulate the expressions for obtaining
derivatives automatically [2]. Computer algebra packages, such as Mathematica, han-
dle those differentiation rules. If we represent formulae as data structures, symbolically
differentiating an expression tree can be seen as a mechanistic process [12]. Modern com-
puter algebra systems such as Mathematica, Maple and SageMath follow this approach
[12].
Though symbolic differentiation can sometimes give insight into the structure of the
problem at hand, it cannot provide efficient run-time computation of derivative values
[12]. Actually, those derivative values from symbolic differentiation can be exponentially
larger than the original expressions [12]. As an example, we can take a look at how to










Because f(ρ) and d
dρ
f(ρ) appear separately on the right hand side, symbolic differ-
entiation without careful optimization can easily produce exponentially large symbolic
expressions, which is known as expression swell as shown in Table 2.1.
We can simplify computations by saving values of intermediate sub-expressions in
memory if all that we care about is the accurate computation of derivatives rather than
the actual symbolic form [12]. In fact, we can mix the these simplifying and differenti-
ating steps [12]. This mixture operation is at the core of forward AD: “apply symbolic
differentiation at the elementary operation level and keep intermediate numerical results,
10https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow








1 x 1 1
2 7x(3− x) 7(3− x)− 7x 21− 14x
49(3− x)x 49(3− x)x(−7(3− x) −49(−9 + 132x
3 (3− 7(3− x)x) +7x) + 49(3− x) −126x2 + 28x3)
(3− 7(3− x)x)
−49x(3− 7(3− x)x)
Table 2.1: Illustration of expression swell phenomena when applying symbolic differen-
tiation to yn+1 = 7yn(3− yn), y1 = x (this example is modified from [12]).
in lockstep with the evaluation of the main function” [12].
Second, AD is different from numerical differentiation, which is the finite difference
approximation of derivatives at some sample points [36]. As a basic example, for a
function of multiple variables f : Rn → R, the standard numerical differentiation way of







≈ f(x+ hxi)− f(x)
h
, (2.33)
where ei is the i-th unit vector and h > 0 is a step size. Though this is conceptually
easy to implement, we need to be very careful about the selection of the step size h and
the computational complexity is O(n) for a gradient in n dimensional space [12].
Many factors, such as the round-off errors, the introduction of truncation, and the
choice of step size h make the numerical approximations of derivatives unstable [160].
It should be noted that even though the truncation error goes to zero when h also goes
to zero, as h is decreased, round-ff error increases and becomes dominant [12].





f(x+ hei)− f(x− hei)
2h
+O(h2), (2.34)
where the first-order errors cancel and the truncation error is changed from first-order
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to second-order in h [160]. Unfortunately, it becomes difficult to deal with the trade-off
between performance and accuracy if the dimensionality keeps increasing [160]. In that
case, we need 2nm computations for a Jacobian matrix of an f : Rn → Rm. Though one
can mitigate some problems associated with numerical differentiation by using methods
such as Richardson extrapolation to the limit [30] and weighted sums based differential
quadrature methods [23], it is impossible to eliminate approximation errors [12, 160].
2.4.2 Preliminaries
The core of AD is the idea that “all numerical computations are ultimately compositions
of a finite set of elementary operations for which derivatives are known” [12]. The deriva-
tives of the composition can be given by combining the derivatives of the constituent
operations (e.g. binary operations ± and unary sign switch −) via the chain rule [11].
A common tool used for representing the computation in AD is the evaluation trace,
which can be seen in Table 2.2 and 2.3. We follow the “three-part notation” used in
[11, 12, 64, 78]. In that notation [11, 12, 64, 78], a function f : Rn → Rm is constructed
using temporary variables vi such that varaibles vi−n = xi, i = 1, ..., n are the input
variables; variables vi, i = 1, ..., l are the working variables; variables ym−i = vl−i, i =
m− 1, ..., 0 are the output variables.
The AD technique is rooted in the evaluation traces, as any numeric code will be
evaluated as a trace with the input values and corresponding output values [12]. This
ability enables AD to differentiate algorithms containing loops, control flow, and pro-
cedure calls in addition to normal mathematical expressions, which can be handled by
other conventional tools such as symbolic differentiation methods [11].
AD has two modes: forward and reverse [78]. Next, we will describe the forward and
reverse mode, respectively.
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⇓
Forward Evaluation Trace
v−1 = x1 = 3
v0 = x2 = 6





v3 = cos(v−1) cos(3)
v4 = v1 + v2 = 1.79 + 9
v5 = v4 + v3 = 10.79− 0.98
y = v5 = 9.80
⇑
Backward Derivative Trace
x¯1 = v¯−1 = 5.86
x¯2 = v¯0 = 0.16




























v¯5 = y¯ = 1
Table 2.2: Forward-mode automatic differentiation example, with y = f(x1, x2) =
ln(x2)+x
2
1+cos(x1) at (x1, x2) = (3, 6). Setting y¯ = 1, ∂y/∂x1 and ∂y/∂x2 are computed
in one backward pass. This example is modified from [11].
2.4.2.1 Forward mode
Take the function y = f(x1, x2) = ln(x2) + x
2
1 + cos(x1) as an example here. In order to
calculate the derivative of f with respect to x1, we first compute the derivative of the





As shown in Table 2.2, the particular derivative trace can be given by applying the
chain rule to each elementary operation in the forward evaluation trace [11, 12]. We
can get the final variable v¯5 =
∂y
∂x1
by computing variables vi one by one with their
corresponding derivatives v¯i [11, 12].
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More generally, the Jacobian of a function f : Rn → Rm can also be calculated by
using AD, in which case each forward pass of AD is initialized by setting only one of the
variables x¯i = 1





|ρ=̺, j = 1, ..., m, (2.36)


















which is evaluated at point ̺ [12]. If we need the full Jacobian matrix, we need to do


























can also be computed efficiently in a matrix-free way based on forward-mode AD [12].
As a result, we can obtain the Jacobian-vector product in just one forward pass.
As a special case, if we consider f : Rn → R, the directional derivative along a given
vector b can be computed as a linear combination of the partial derivatives
∇f · b (2.39)
via the AD computation with the values x˚ = b [12].
11In other words, we can set x¯ = ei,where ei is the i-th unit vector.
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Forward-mode AD is only efficient for functions f : R→ Rm. This is because all the
derivatives ∂yi
∂x
can be computed in one forward pass [12]. Unfortunately, forward-mode










when dealing with functions f : Rn → R [12]. In this case, reverse-mode AD is preferred
[12], which is also the basis of our proposed method, DrMAD.
2.4.2.2 Reverse mode
RMAD is a generalization of the back-propagation used in the deep learning community





which denotes the sensitivity of an output yi with respect to changes in vi. In our case,
yi represents the components of training loss.
There are two stages involved in RMAD [11]. In the first stage, the intermediate
variables vi are populated and the dependencies in the computational graph are kept
track of when the original function is run forward [11]. Next, in the second stage, we
can compute the derivatives by propagating adjoints v¯i reversely, i.e. from the outputs
to the inputs [11]. In fact, RMAD allows the gradient of a scalar loss with respect to its
parameters to be computed in a single backward pass after a forward pass [12].
Table 2.3 shows an example of RMAD for
y = f(x1, x2) = ln(x2) + x
2
1 + cos(x1), (2.42)
using the “three-part” notation in [78], a trace of f : RN → R is constructed from (a)
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⇓
Forward Evaluation Trace
v−1 = x1 = 3
v0 = x2 = 6





v3 = cos(v−1) cos(3)
v4 = v1 + v2 = 1.79 + 9
v5 = v4 + v3 = 10.79− 0.98
y = v5 = 9.80
⇑
Backward Adjoint Trace
x¯1 = v¯−1 = 5.86
x¯2 = v¯0 = 0.16




























v¯5 = y¯ = 1
Table 2.3: Reverse-mode automatic differentiation example, with y = f(x1, x2) =
ln(x2)+x
2
1+cos(x1) at (x1, x2) = (3, 6). Setting y¯ = 1, ∂y/∂x1 and ∂y/∂x2 are computed
in one backward pass. This example is modified from [11].
vi−N = xi, i=1,...,N input variables, (b) vi,i = 1, ..., l working variables, and (c) y = vl,
i = M − 1 output variables.
Suppose that we wish to compute the contribution v¯i =
∂y
∂vi
of the change in each
variable vi to the change in the output y. We can compute the contribution of v−1 to








It can be observed in Table 2.3 that the contribution of v−1 is calculated in two
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stages:








In general, we first do a forward run as shown in the upper part in Table 2.3, and
then do the reverse sweep of the adjoints as shown in the bottom part, which starts with
v¯5 = y¯ = 1 [11]. Finally, we obtain the derivatives x¯1and x¯2 by using only one reverse
pass [11].
It should be noted that when dealing with functions with a large number of input
variables, reverse-mode is much more efficient compared to forward-mode in terms of
operation count [12]. For a function f : RN → R, which is the most common func-
tion form used in deep learning, we only need to do one sweep by using reverse-mode







; whereas if we
choose forward-mode automatic differentiation, n sweeps are needed [12].






























BP algorithm is just the reverse-mode automatic differentiation (RMAD) [12] and steep-
est descent [49]. BP algorithm has been considered the de facto method for training
DNNs [71]. The authors in [83] prove that SGD with BP for training DNNs is indeed
stability-promoting under standard Lipschitz and smoothness assumptions. Although
it has been proposed in [11] that nested RMAD can be applied to hyperparameter op-
timization as it can effortlessly compute gradients with respect to all hyperparameters,
RMAD has yet to be considered practical for optimizing hyperparameters in DNNs.
The biggest obstacle is that for symmetric RMAD with application to hyperparameter
optimization, all the intermediate variables and associated auxiliary information at ev-
ery iteration have to be stored in memory, which is not even possible for a large-scale
distributed file system. All the previous attempts [12, 15, 141] are based on the belif
that a symmetric mannaer that traces backwards exactly the training history is needed.
Suppose that we need to train a neural network on MNIST dataset, the iteration number
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is 20,000, and every elementary parameter vector takes up 1 GB. In order to trace the
training trajectory backwards, a naïve solution has to store all the intermediate vari-
ables (e.g. weights) at every iteration, thus requiring memory of up to 20, 000× 1 GB
= 20, 000 GB = 20 TB. The improved method proposed in [141] needs at least 100 GB
memory even for this small-scale problem.
In order to reduce the memory cost and make the hyperparameter optimization
feasible in practice, we propose Distilling Reverse-Mode Automatic Differentiation (Dr-
MAD), which can be seen as a special form of random feedback alignment algorithms
[128, 130, 161] for backpropagation. Compared with exact reverse methods, DrMAD
chooses to reverse training dynamics in an approximate and asymmetric manner. Doing
so allows us to reduce the memory consumption of tuning hyperparameters by a factor
of 10,000 at least. For example, on the MNIST dataset, our method only needs 2 GB
memory, thus enabling the use of modern GPUs for its evaluations1. More importantly,
the memory consumption is independent of the problem size as long as the deep model
has converged. The convergence requirement is reasonable, as it has been demonstrated
that modern deep neural networks are relatively easy to converge in practice [42, 72].
In addition, DrMAD only incurs negligible performance drop. We will describe this
problem and our solution in detail in the following sections, which are the main tech-
nical contributions. We will also describe a novel asymmetric RMAD for optimizing
elementary parameters in DNNs inspired by DrMAD.
3.2 Problem setup
A learning algorithm Aw,λ is described by a vector of m elementary parameters w =
(w1, ..., wm) ∈W , where W = W1 × ...×Wm define the parameter space, and a vector
of n hyperparameters λ = (λ1, ..., λn) ∈ Λ, where Λ = Λ1 × ... × Λn define the hy-
1As of 2017 January, the most advanced NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU is equipped with 16GB RAM.
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perparameter space. We further use ltrain = L(Aw,λ,Xtrain) to denote the training loss,
and lvalid = L(Aw,λ,Xvalid; Xtrain) to denote the validation loss that Aw,λ achieves on
validation data Xvalid when trained on training data Xtrain. An automatic hyperparam-
eter tuning algorithm then tries to find λ ∈ Λ that minimizes lvalid in an efficient and
principled way.
To make the definitions more concrete and concise, we further denote the training
objective function as:
ltrain = L(w|λ,Xtrain) = C(w|λ,Xtrain) + P (w,λ) = Ctrain + P (w,λ), (3.1)
where C(·) is the cost function on either training (denoted by Ctrain) or validation
(denoted by Cvalid) data, and P (·) is the penalty term.
3.3 Gradient-based methods for hyperparameters
The main drawback of RMAD is that the storage requirement grows (in the worst case)
in proportion to the number of operations in the evaluated function [11]. Though there
exist some approaches to improve the storage requirements such as the checkpointing
strategies [48], they are too generic to take into account the properties of deep neural
networks. Our proposed method, DrMAD, is an extension to classic RMAD [12] and
is designed specifically for optimizing high-dimensional hyperparameters of deep neural
networks.
We focus on studying the tuning of continuous hyperparameters. However, we can
still hyperparameterize certain discrete designs using our proposed method, which will
be shown in Section 3.5.2. We consider stochastic gradient descent (SGD), as it is widely
used to optimize large-sized neural networks. For elementary parameters, the updating
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formula is:
wt+1 = wt + αw∇wL(wt|λ,Xtrain), (3.2)
where the subscript t denotes the count of iteration (i.e. one forward and backward pass
over one mini-batch), and αw is the learning rate for elementary parameters.
The gradients of hyperparameters (hypergradients) are computed on the validation







where Cvalid = C(w|Xvalid) is the validation cost.
The hyperparameters are updated at every iteration in [62, 137]. In [62], given the
elementary optimization has converged, the hyperparameters are updated as:




where ηλ is the learning rate for hyperparameters. The authors in [137] propose to update
hyperparameters by simply approximating the Hessian in Equation 3.4 as ∇2wltrain = I:




However, updating hyperparameters at every iteration would result in unstable hy-
pergradients. Because this approach only considers the influence of the regularization
hyperparameters on the current elementary parameter update, it can hardly scale up to
handle more than 20 hyperparameters as shown in [137].
Following [15, 54, 141], we adopt RMAD for computing hypergradients, by taking into
account the effects of the hyperparameters on the entire learning trajectory. Specifically,
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different from Equation 3.3 that only considers ∂wt
∂λ
, DrMAD considers the term ∂wT
∂λ




△wt,t+1(wt(λk),λk,Xt, αt) +w0, (3.6)
where the subscript k in λk stands for the counter of meta-iterations (i.e. the number
of entire training of elementary parameters) used for hyperparameter optimization, Xt
is the mini-batch of training data used in iteration t, and w0 is the initial parameter
vector. Update of hyperparameters in this paper and also [15, 54, 141] is:
λk+1 = λk + αλ(∇wCvalid)∂wT
∂λ
. (3.7)
Unfortunately, RMAD requires all the intermediate variables obtained in the forward
pass should be maintained in memory for the backward pass [78]. Conventional RMAD
with exact arithmetic stores the entire training trajectory {w0, ...,wT} in memory, which
is totally impractical for even small-sized tasks.
An information buffer method is proposed in [141] to recompute the learning trajec-
tory on the fly during the backward pass of RMAD rather than storing it in memory
by making use of the SGD momentum mechanism. In order to handle finite precision
arithmetic, the method uses certain amount of auxiliary bits to form information buffer,
which depends on the specific learning dynamics. Although the method is shown to be
able to tune thousands of hyperparameters and reduce the memory consumption by a
factor of 200 in the most ideal setting, it needs 8 hours to run 10 epochs2 on a subset
(10,000 training samples) of MNIST dataset. Furthermore, its memory and computa-
tional requirements grow without bound as the problem size increases, which makes it
infeasible to run on modern GPUs. In contrast, we will present in the next section how
2Usually, we feed one mini-batch of training samples at every iteration; one epoch consists of multiple
iterations such that the learning algorithm scan through all the training samples once.
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to approximate RMAD to reduce memory consumption dramatically, thus enabling it
to leverage the power of modern GPUs.
3.4 Approximate asymmetric RMAD for hyperpa-
rameters
3.4.1 Asymmetric RMAD
BP algorithm sends errors from the output layer to the hidden layers in an exact and
symmetric manner. However, it is not biologically possible for learning in the brain to
involve a precise, symmetric backward connectivity pattern [45].
DrMAD is not the first work on asymmetric RMAD for DNNs3. The authors in [130]
show that for BP, the weights used in the forward pass do not have to be symmetric
with the weights used in the backward pass. Following the notation in [128], let (x, y) be
a mini-batch of input-output of size 1. The DNN we consider here has 2 hidden layers.
wi are the weights (absorbing biases) connecting the previous layer to a unit in the i-th
hidden layer. The activations can be computed as
a1 = w1x,h1 = σ(a1) (3.8)
a2 = w2h1,h2 = σ(a2) (3.9)
ay = w3h2, yˆ = σy(ay) (3.10)
where σy(·) is the activation function (cross-entropy) used in the output layer and σ(·)
3It should be noted that this work is conducted independently of the development of feedback
alignment algorithms [128, 130]. When we designed DrMAD, we were not aware of this line of research.
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Figure 3.1: Back-propagation (BP) and direct feedback alignment (DFA). Black arrows
represent forward activation paths. Red arrows indicate error (gradient) propagation
paths. (Modified from [161]).
is activation function (can be logistic) used in hidden layers.
The loss and the gradient at the output layer are:




= yˆ − y = e (3.12)




= (wT3 δay)⊙ σ′(a2), δa1 =
∂l
∂a1
= (wT2 δa2)⊙ σ′(a1) (3.13)
where σ′(·) is the derivative of the activation function and ⊙ is an element-wise multi-
plication operator.
For direct feedback alignment (DFA), as shown in Figure 3.1, the hidden layer up-
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Figure 3.2: Computational graph for the forward pass of RMAD and DrMAD.
Figure 3.3: Computational graph for the reverse pass of RMAD.
dates are calculated as
δa2 = (B2e)⊙ σ′(a2), δa1 = (B1e)⊙ σ′(a1) (3.14)
where Bi is a fixed random weight matrix.
The weight updating rules are as follows
δw1 = −αδa1xT , δw2 = −αδa2hT1 , δw3 = −αehT2 (3.15)
where α the is the learning rate.
Similar to DFA, in DrMAD, we dispel the long-held assumptions about the con-
straints [11, 15, 54] on learning hyperparameters based on hypergradients. That is, we
establish that the path used by the reverse pass does not have to be exactly the same
one used in the forward pass.
The computational graphs for RMAD with symmetric weights for hyperparameter
tuning are shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3; while DFA is analogous to DrMAD with
the forward and approximate reverse computational graphs as shown in Figure 3.2 and
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Figure 3.4: Computational graph for the reverse pass of DrMAD. Note that w˜1 is not
precisely wT1 anymore.
Figure 3.4.
However, compared with DFA for elementary parameter optimization, things be-
come more complicated when optimizing hyperparameters based on gradients. Random
parameter weights cannot be applied here, because RMAD for hyperparameter opti-
mization involves Hessian matrix depended on elementary parameter vectors at specific
time-steps. Therefore, we propose to generate intermediate elementary parameter vec-
tors using initial and final trained parameter vectors, which serves as the channel for
back-propagating hypergradients. One intuition motivating the investigation of the use
of a line as the channel for error signals is the observation [72] that if we knew the direc-
tion defined by the final learned weights after convergence, a single coarse line search is
sufficient to visualize the training dynamics of a neural network. In other words, there
exists a linear subspace in which the training of a neural network rarely encounters any
significant difficulties and its objective function decreases smoothly and monotonically
on various datasets. This observation is consistent with other recent empirical and the-
oretical work demonstrating that modern deep neural networks are relatively easy to
optimize [42, 153].
Next, we will provide details about how a shortcut in high-dimensional parameter
spaces can be established by distilling the knowledge from the forward pass of RMAD
with minimal compromise to its solution quality.
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Figure 3.5: Comparisons on the paths of hyperparameter optimization by DrMAD and
RMAD. RMAD uses the same path for its forward and backward passes. While the back-
ward pass of DrMAD follws a shortcut, which is established by distilling the knowledge
from its forward pass.
3.4.2 Distilling knowledge from the forward pass
Trying to trace backwards exactly in RMAD in a symmetric manner can be wasteful
as this approach does not take into account the highly structured nature of training
dynamics of deep models. We make a very aggressive modification to symmetric RMAD
– discard all the intermediate variables altogether. In other words, we choose an asym-
metric shortcut, which simply approximates the forward pass learning history used in
Equation 3.7 as a series of parameter vectors w = (1−β)w0+βwT for varying values of
0 < β < 1, which can be generated on the fly almost without storing anything. Figure
3.5 shows the contour for the backward passes used by DrMAD and RMAD respectively.
More concretely, DrMAD works by first obtaining the final trained elementary param-
eter values using SGD algorithms. Algorithm 3.1 demonstrates the procedure formally.
Here we could use any SGD variant and do not put constraints on the momentum term.
In contrast, previous attempts have to set the momentum term to a very high value.
Algorithm 3.2 shows how to compute the gradients of hyperparameters by DrMAD,
where in step 4 we approximate the learning dynamics. These hypergradients are used
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to update hyperparameters using Equation 3.7. In DrMAD, the approximated interme-
diate elementary parameters are independent of each other. Whereas in RMAD, each
elementary parameter relies on the previous one implicitly, and thus a “information
buffer” is needed. Since that extra buffer is dataset and model dependent, RMAD’s
memory consumption is growing without bound.
In addition to reduction in memory, Algorithm 3.2 also reduces the computational
operations as a byproduct, because it does not need to recompute all the elementary
parameters exactly. More importantly, when the momentum is smaller than 0.9, the
information buffer method will have to increase its buffer exponentially. This will add
much more computational overheads, which makes it orders of magnitude slower than
DrMAD.
Obviously, obtaining derivatives from the shortcut may never reveal more informa-
tion about hyperparameters than calculating derivatives from the exact trajectories.
However, when memory and computational costs are taken into account, the shortcut
may convey more information per unit cost. In fact, our approach explicitly separates
the optimization of the elementary parameters and hyperparameters, which serves as a
trade-off between accuracy and computational expense. In the experimental part, we
will show that the accuracy of DrMAD is slightly worse than that of RMAD with ex-
act arithmetic. Nonetheless, this separation gives rise to several positive implications.
For example, we can use distributed deep learning libraries, such as CNTK4, to speed
up the forward pass, because currently none of the automatic differentiation libraries,
such as Autograd5, support multiple GPUs. DrMAD is also orthogonal to the choices
associated with the internal elementary parameter optimization, and thus it can work
alongside other recent advances in neural network training without any modifications.
4https://github.com/Microsoft/CNTK
5https://github.com/HIPS/autograd
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Algorithm 3.1 Stochastic gradient descent (SGD).
1: inputs: initial w0, learning rate αt at iteration t, fixed momentum γ, hyperparam-
eters λ, train loss function ltrain, T is the total iteration number
2: initialize velocity v1 ← 0
3: for t = 1 to T − 1 do
4: gt ←∇wltrain evaluate gradient
5: vt+1 ← γvt − (1− γ)gt
6: wt+1 ← wt − αtvt update position
7: end for
8: output: trained parameters wT
Algorithm 3.2 Distilling reverse-mode automatic differentiation (DrMAD) of SGD.
1: inputs: initial w0, learned wT , training loss ltrain, validation loss lvalid, fixed mo-
mentum γ, initial learning rate αt
2: initialize dλ← 0, dw ← ∇wlvalid,βt ← 1− 1T
3: for t = T − 1, counting down to 1 do
4: dαt = dw
Tvt
5: wt−1 ← (1− βt)w0 + βtwT approximate wt−1
6: vt−1 ← (wt −wt−1)/αt approximate vt−1
7: βt−1 ← βt − 1T
8: dv ← dv − αdw
9: dw = dw − (1− γ)dv∇w∇wltrain
10: dλ← dλ− (1− γ)dv∇λ∇wltrain
11: dv ← γdv
12: end for
13: output: gradient of lvalid w.r.t. λ
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3.4.3 Hyperparameter server for multi-task learning
With current generation hardware such as large computer clusters with GPUs, the op-
timal allocation of computing cycles should include more hyperparameter exploration
than that has been typical in the past [21]. It is thus desirable to parallelize hyperparam-
eter optimization processes. Motivated by the parameter server approach to distributed
elementary parameter optimization [125], we propose a hyperparameter server frame-
work for distributed hyperparameter optimization using hypergradients. In parameter
server [125], computational nodes are partitioned into clients and servers, and commu-
nication between nodes is asynchronous for ease of scheduling. Though asynchronous
approaches are more efficient and elastic, the additional complicity is only worthwhile
when there are thousands computational nodes [126]. Currently, the most powerful and
affordable single cloud GPU server, Amazon AWS P2 instance6, can only support 4
GPUs at most. Thus, in our hyperparameter server framework, there is only one server
and several clients, and the communication between them is synchronous. Each client is
in charge of training a model replica with the same hyperparameters on a subset of data,
and the server maintain the globally shared hyperparameters. At every meta-iteration,
we accumulate the hypergradients from the clients and average them. The averaged
hypergradients are then used to update the global hyperparameters maintained by the
server. The overall architecture is shown in Figure 3.6.
3.5 Experiments for DrMAD
In this section, we empirically demonstrate how DrMAD offers high memory and com-
putational efficiency yet achieving comparable predictive performance as that of compu-
tationally expensive RMAD. We reproduce all the experiments done in [141], which is
6https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/p2/












Figure 3.6: Synchronous hyperparameter server architecture.
the state-of-the-art gradient-based hyperparameter optimization method, using DrMAD.
Furthermore, we make the training samples and number of iterations in the experiments
10 times larger, which is impossible for all the other gradient-based state-of-the-art meth-
ods due to the high resource consumptions. Gradient-based training methods usually
needs hundreds of thousands of iterations to converge, and the improvement on larger
iteration number one of the key steps towards truly scalable and practical gradient-based
hyperparameter optimization methods.
Note that here we do not strive for state-of-the-art performance for the optimizee
on benchmark datasets, but focus on showcasing the merits of DrMAD by comparing it
with RMAD, serving as a proof of concept. On one hand, DrMAD is a new framework
for hyperparameter optimization and the final classification accuracy may not be the
only way to benchmark it. Furthermore, in the experiments done in this chapter, we
will focus on studying tuning L2 regularizations, which cannot significantly improve the
classification accuracy. On the other hand, we will show that DrMAD can achieve state-
of-the-art results in terms of classification accuracy when we use the hypergradients to
train a neural optimizer for tuning parameter-wise learning rates in the next chapter.
All the experiments are done on one Microsoft Azure G5 server with 32 CPU cores
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and 448 GB memory, and a workstation with one NVIDIA Titan X GPU. We have open-
sourced the CPU and GPU7 code which can be downloaded from https://github.com/bigaidream-projects/drmad
All the experiment and plotting scripts are also included in that GitHub repository for re-
producible research. The baseline code can be downloaded from https://github.com/HIPS/hypergrad.
These two toolboxes are using the same automatic differentiation framework for com-
puting hypergradients, and only differ in that DrMAD uses an approximate reverse
path.
3.5.1 Optimizing continuous regularization hyperparameters
Although DrMAD could work in principle for many different types of continuous hyper-
parameters, we focus on tuning hyperparameters for regularization here. We evaluate
DrMAD for optimizing continuous regularization hyperparameters on a variety of bench-
mark datasets using a multilayer perceptron (MLP) with tanh activation function. We
do not include data shuﬄing and use a fixed set of random initial parameters for every
meta-iteration. The MLP has 4 layer, containing 784, 50, 50, and 50 neurons respectively,
which has 45634 parameters in total. Each neuron has its own L2-norm penalty on its
parameter and thus we are going to optimize 934 hyperparameters in total. The learning
rate for optimizing elementary parameters is fixed as 0.05, the number of elementary
iterations is set as 2000, the learning rate for hyperparameters is 0.07, the mini-batch
size is 50, and the number of meta-iterations is 30. The adopted data pre-processing
operations only includes centering each feature.
We first evaluate our method on MNIST [121], which is a dataset for handwritten
digits classification task. Each data point in MNIST is a 28× 28 black-and-white image
with a label from 0 to 9. For fair comparison, we follow the settings in [141], and use
10,000 samples for training, 3,000 samples for validation, and 3,000 samples for testing.
7Writen in Theano.
8It has been starred by 70 times and forked by 16 times.
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Figure 3.7 shows the curve of averaged hyperparameter values with respect to op-
timization iterations and the corresponding test error from DrMAD and RMAD. The
running time of DrMAD and RMAD are 16 minutes and 717 minutes, respectively. It
should be noted that both DrMAD and RMAD are using the same automatic differentia-
tion engine, therefore the difference in running time stems from the fact that the DrMAD
uses a shortcut backward pass while the standard RMAD uses a symmetric path. One
can observe that the average hyperparameter values and test error rate curves of Dr-
MAD are close to that of RMAD on the MNIST dataset while DrMAD only uses 2% of
computation time of RMAD. We set the mini-batch size to a small number (50) and the
number of elementary iterations to a large one on purpose, because these settings result
in highly zigzag and long learning trajectories. As shown in [105] that for DNNs the
normal mini-batch sizes are 32, 50, 64, or 128. In other words, the mini-batch size we
chose is often optimal for DNNs in practice. Actually, large-batch methods would make
the deep models converge to sharp minimizers of the training and testing functions,
which leads to poorer generalization performance [105].
The shaded areas in Figure 3.7 (left) represent the variances of individual hyper-
parameters. We can see that the variances are quite high, which implies that diverse
hyperparameter values might be beneficial to the predictive performance. Another ob-
servation is that the tuned hyperparameters seem to prefer positive values. Figure 3.7
(right) shows that DrMAD can provide similar performance of RMAD. Also note that
DrMAD consumes 100 times less memory than RMAD does.
Note that in this experiment on MNIST, we set the momentum term to 0.1. With
such a small momentum, the information buffer method [141] would fail utterly. That
is, it is almost equivalent to storing all the intermediate variables.
To demonstrate that DrMAD can handle even longer learning trajectories, we in-
crease the number of elementary iterations to 20,000, which leads to better final per-
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Figure 3.7: Tuning L2 regularizations on MNIST dataset. Left: The average values of
hyperparameters with variances obtained by DrMAD (2,000 iterations), DrMAD (20,000
iterations) and RMAD (2,000 iterations), respectively. Right: The test error rates ob-
tained by DrMAD (2,000 iterations), DrMAD (20,000 iterations) and RMAD (2,000
iterations), respectively.
formance. But due to the time budget, we do not compare it with RMAD, which is at
least 45 times slower. Figure 3.7 (left) shows that for DrMAD with 20,000 iterations,
the mean of hyperparameters tends to be larger as compared to those obtained using
2,000 iterations. Also, the variances of the hyperparameters obtained by DrMAD with
20,000 iterations are towards larger positive values. One possible explanation could be
that taking more iterations increases the risk of overfitting, and thus heavier penalties
are needed. We can observe in Figure 3.7 (right) that DrMAD with 20,000 iterations
achieves better performance compared to DrMAD and that of RMAD with only 2,000
iterations.
Figure 3.8 shows that when setting the momentum to 0.9, both RMAD and DrMAD
achieve slightly better results on MNIST dataset than setting the momentum to 0.1.
Actually, since setting momentum to 0.9 usually gives better performance [195], we only
set the momentum to 0.1 for this MNIST experiment, and all the other experiments are
done with momentum set to 0.9.
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Figure 3.8: Tuning L2 regularizations on MNIST dataset. The test error rates obtained
by DrMAD (2,000 iterations) and RMAD (2,000 iterations) with momentum set to 0.9
and 0.1, respectively.
To show that DrMAD can handle diverse datasets with a high momentum value, we
evaluate it on 3 datasets for 20 meta-iterations. The first is CIFAR-10 [110], which is a
benchmark computer vision dataset with 32× 32 RGB images in 10 classes. Compared
to MNIST, it is much more difficult, so we use an convolutional neural network with 4
layers (2 convolutional layers, having 32 {5× 5} and 256 {7× 7} filters, respectively; 1
fully-connected layer with 500 neurons). For the experiment, we use 50,000 samples for
training, 5,000 samples for validating, and 5,000 samples for testing.
We also evaluate DrMAD for optimizing L2 penalties on one natural language pro-
cessing dataset: 20Newsgroups dataset [116] for 2,000 iterations. The 20 Newsgroups
data set is a collection of approximately 20,000 newsgroup documents, partitioned
(nearly) evenly across 20 different newsgroups. We use 10,000 samples for training,
5,000 samples for validating and 5,000 samples for testing. The dataset is pre-processed
by word2vec [149], with resulting feature vector of dimension of 300. We use an MLP
with 2 layers, containing 300, 200, and 200 neurons, respectively.
In Table 3.1, we see that DrMAD can outperform the performance of RMAD on
diverse datasets for tuning continuous static hyperparameters but requiring much lower
running time. Since when setting the momentum to 0.9 the RMAD method can save
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RMAD DrMAD
Datasets Test error (%) Speed Test error (%) Speed
Initial Tuned Initial Tuned
MNIST 14.9 8.06 123 mins 14.9 8.33 8 mins
20 News 28.78 19.06 280 mins 28.78 21.2 17 mins
CIFAR10 NA NA NA 59.26 40.84 26 mins
Table 3.1: Tuning L2 regularizations on the MNIST, 20-news and CIFAR-10 datasets
using RMAD and DrMAD, respectively. All the initial L2 regularizations are set to
0.2. Momentum is set to 0.9. For MNIST and 20-news datasets, both DrMAD and
RMAD are run on one CPU server with an MLP for 2,000 iterations. For CIFAR-10
dataset, since RMAD cannot be run on GPUs, only DrMAD is tested on one GPU with
a convolutional neural network (2 convolutional layers, having 32 {5×5} and 256 {7×7}
filters, respectively; 1 fully-connected layer with 500 neurons) for 2,000 iterations.
lots of operations, our proposed DrMAD is 15 times faster in this case. Similar to the
case for MNIST, due to the time budget, we do not run RMAD on CIFAR-10 dataset,
which is at least 15 times slower than that of DrMAD and does not support convolutional
operations. We should emphasize that only tuning L2 regularization cannot significantly
improve the classification accuracy, so the results only show that the asymmetric BP
used by DrMAD does provide meaningful error channel for optimizing hyperparameters.
3.5.2 Learning continuously hyperparameterized architectures
Popular deep learning architectures, such as convolutional neural networks, can be ob-
tained by forcing particular weights to be zero and tying particular pairs of weights
together with hard constraints. Unlike genetic algorithms9 [60], neither DrMAD nor
RMAD can handle discrete hyperparameter optimization problems, which seems to be
the most straightforward way. However, it is possible to soften these discrete architec-
tural constraints in the sense that we can hyperparameterize the architecture of deep
neural networks in an, unfortunately, high-dimensional space [141]. The learning of
softened architectural constraints can be seen as a multi-task learning problem. They
9It is also possible to “evolve” such architectures as shown in [60]. But this seems not possible for
evolving large-sized networks.
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Figure 3.9: Top: Sample characters from 5 alphabets (each row represents each alphabet)
from the Omniglot dataset [115]. Bottom: The alphabets are the same as the top,
but each character is rotated (counter clockwise) by 90o. In our multi-task learning
experiment, the 10 tasks consist of distinct characters within each of these 10 alphabets.
This image is taken from [141].
demonstrate this on the Omniglot dataset [115].
The Omniglot dataset consists of 10 alphabets with up to 55 characters in each
alphabet but only 15 examples of each character. Each character is represented by a
28× 28 pixel greyscale image. Here, we reproduce the above experiment with the same
settings as in [141], but use DrMAD instead. Specifically, we use 5 alphabets from the
original Omniglot dataset. In order to test if the multi-task learning system can learn
low-level similarities as well as high-level similarities, we repeat these 5 alphabets with
the images rotated by 90 degrees counter-clock wise to make 10 alphabets in total as
shown in Figure 3.9.
More concretely, the network architecture is hyperparameterized based on weight
tying or weight absence with a pairwise quadratic penalty on the weights, wTAw, where
A is the matrix that we wish to learn, and w is the parameter vector. Unfortunately,
this matrix is too huge to be computable. Similar to [141], we learn a penalty for each
alphabet pair, separately for each layer in neural networks. Therefore, for ten three-layer
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Figure 3.10: Tuning L2 regularizations on MNIST dataset. Left: The average values
of hyperparameters with variances obtained by the hyperparameter server version of
DrMAD and the single DrMAD, respectively. Right: Test error rates obtained by the
hyperparameter server version of DrMAD and the single DrMAD, respectively.
networks, the penalty matrix A can be described by three 10× 10 matrices.
Our experiments show that the training and test error obtained by DrMAD are
0.42 and 1.13 respectively, whereas RMAD’s training and test error are 0.60 and 1.13
respectively. If we increase the number of elementary iterations from 50 to 2,000, the
training and test error of DrMAD are 0.52 and 1.10 respectively. In summary, similar
to the results shown in MNIST and CIFAR-10, DrMAD can provide almost the same
performance as RMAD, but is much more scalable.
3.5.3 Hyperparameter server for multi-task learning
We apply the hyperparameter server framework to a subset of MNIST dataset. Specifi-
cally, the number of total training datapoints is 30,000, and the numbers of both valida-
tion and test data are 5,000. For the hyperparameter server based DrMAD, we have 5
clients, each being trained with 12,000 training samples. The number of meta-iterations
is 20. All the other settings are the same as our previous experiments.
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Figure 3.10 (right) shows the effectiveness of our proposed hyperparameter server
framework on MNIST dataset. For the hyperparameter server, the test errors are esti-
mated by a model trained with 30,000 data points and the average hyperparameters from
clients. We can observe that in Figure 3.10 (left), the evolution of the average values
and the variances of L2 penalties obtained by the hyperparameter server looks similar
to that of the single DrMAD. Figure 3.10 (right) shows that DrMAD with the hyperpa-
rameter server framework can approach the performance of the single DrMAD. Overall,
it seems that diversity of hyperparameters is beneficial to the predictive performance of
deep neural networks on MNIST dataset.
We can see from Figure 3.10 (left) that the variance of hyperparameters seems un-
bounded. One might be tempted to further increase the number of meta-iterations to
make the variance even larger. But Figure 3.10 (right) indicates that with the increase
in variance, the predictive performance increases initially and then stops changing dra-
matically. Furthermore, according to our experiments and the observations in [141],
hypergradients become unstable after certain number of meta-iterations.
The computations of hypergradients are dependent on their hyperparameters through
thousands of iterations of SGD. Furthermore, within each iteration of SGD, it involves
forward- and then back-propagations through a deep neural network. Overall, the stack-
ing of all the above operations would result in vanishing gradient problems [70]. It should
be noted that both DrMAD and RMAD have this problem.
3.6 Discussions on DrMAD
It seems surprising and counter-intuitive that such a simple method could work so well
on diverse datasets. But the recent empirical success of DNNs is actually a result of
the development of simple and broadly applicable learning techniques, such as identity
mapping in residual networks [88], and dropout [46]. In this section, we provide our
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motivations and analysis.
3.6.1 Distilling knowledge perspective
In order to exactly reverse the SGD forward pass, one needs to repeatedly apply [15]:
vt−1 =
vt + (1− λ)∇wltrain
λ
(3.16)
Unfortunately, every time Equation 3.16 is applied, the information will be lost,
because λ < 1 shifts bits to the right [141]. To store the information discarded by
Equation 3.16, the authors in [141] propose an information buffer method as shown in
Algorithm 3.3, where the velocity v acts as an information buffer, and λ = n
d
.
Algorithm 3.3 Informaiton buffer method. (Reprodueced from [141].)
1: inputs: information buffer v, value c, ratio n/d
2: v ← v × d
3: v ← v +mod(c, d)
4: c← c÷ d //integer division
5: c← c× n
6: c← c+mod(i, n)
7: v ← v ÷ n
8: output: updated value c, updated buffer v
Do we need to store any information lost when trying to reverse the SGD forward
pass? Fortunately, we do not, and the approximate and lossy approach of DrMAD is
inspired by knowledge distillation (KD) and other approximation methods.
KD is a technique proposed in [95], where the knowledge acquired by an ensemble of
large-sized models as a teacher can be distilled into a single small model, which is called
the student. DrMAD can be seen as an operation of KD.
The key idea behind KD is to use the class probabilities produced by the large
model as a soft target for training a smaller or taller model. This is in contrast to the
conventional way of training a neural net where only the training label or hard target is
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used. Since the soft target not only provides the probability of the net predicting the
correct label but also the probabilities of the net predicting the incorrect labels, it has
higher entropy values and tends to contribute richer information from the training data.
Given the same amount of training data, the model that learns from the soft target
minimizes the objective function at a faster rate compared to the model that learns
from a single true label.
In [134], the training of KD is formed by a collection of triplets
{(x1, x⋆1, y1), ..., (xn, x⋆n, yn)} ∼ P n(x, x⋆, y), (3.17)
where each (xi, yi) is a feature-label pair, and x
⋆
i is additional knowledge about the
example (xi, yi) provided by the teacher.
A DNN with a softmax output layer converts the logit, zi, into a class probability,





where Ψ is a temperature that is normally set to 1. In the simplest form of KD, knowledge
is given to the student model by training it on the collection of triplets in Equation
3.17, where x⋆i is logit qi. Setting Ψ higher, however, will produce softer probability
distribution. For relatively simple tasks like recognizing digits, the big model may be very
confident about predicting the correct label, hence the output probability for other labels
becomes exceedingly low for the small model to learn from. Increasing the temperature
Ψ , distributes the probability from the correct label to the incorrect labels, allowing
the small model to learn faster from a less noisy distribution. The temperature of Ψ is
usually determined by grid search in practice.
For example, one can construct a teacher model by training an ensemble of 5 deep
neural networks each having 10 layers. Then, a student model with 5-layer can be con-
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structed to achieve similar performance as that of the teacher. However, it requires much
less parameters as it only approximates the teacher’s behavior rather than learning from
scratch. This allows the deployment of deep learning models on memory constrained
and less powerful devices while maintaining the performance close to that of a bigger
model. It has been shown to work very well on various datasets [95, 106, 108, 167, 174].
It is well-known that when doing elementary parameter optimization, second-order
methods are more efficient with fewer iterations as compared to the naïve gradient
descent, but they cannot be easily applied to high-dimensional models due to heavy
computations [171]. In practice, it is usually approximated by a diagonal or block-
diagonal approximation [178]. Considering DrMAD, the most valuable knowledge is the
initial random and final trained weight vectors once the training process of a deep model
has converged. The forward pass of SGD training provides the initial weight parameter
vector and the final weight vector after convergence, who is defined as a teacher; the
reverse pass given by shortcut is a student here.
3.6.2 Transfer learning perspective
DrMAD can be seen as a special form of transfer learning based hyperparameter op-
timization methods [198]. However, DrMAD is different from conventional transfer
Bayesian optimization in that it always runs on the same dataset.
Borrowing the terms from transfer learning literature [166], we define the tasks of
tuning hyperparameters of models on subsets of dataset as the source domain, whereas
the ones of tuning hyperparameters of models on bigger dataset as the target domain.
It has been shown in [198] that hyperparameters are much easier to transfer than el-
ementary parameters. In other words, if one set of hyperparameters are optimal for
a particular DNN architecture on computer vision tasks, they tend to work well on a
similar dataset.
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The forward pass in DrMAD can be defined as the source domain, whereas the reverse
pass can be seen as the target domain, assuming that the source and target domain are
similar. Fortunately, this holds for generic deep models, as [42] studies the connection
between the loss function of a feed-forward DNN and the Hamiltonian of the spherical
spin-glass model and shows that for large-sized DNNs the lowest critical points of the
loss function are located in a well-defined band lower-bounded by the global minimum.
3.7 Approximate asymmetric RMAD for elementary
parameters
3.7.1 Motivations
Although DFA described in section 3.4 is an asymmetric RMAD method for optimizing
elementary parameters, its feedback weights are fixed. On the other hand, the adaptive
asymmetric mechanism of DrMAD implies that the feedback weights for DFA may not
need to be totally random and fixed. Also, it has been shown in [130] that the forward
weights wi used in DFA learns to resemble the pseudo-inverse of the feedback random
weights Bi. Therefore, it would be desirable to prevent the forward weights wi from
becoming too similar to a random matrix. In other words, the optimization of the
feedback weights Bi serves as a regularization on the forward weights wi.
The conventional DNNs with BP or DFA are unidirectional in the sense that they
only learn how to map input to output. Here, we propose bidirectional direct feedback
alignment (BDFA). Specifically, BDFA connects two neurons from adjacent layers by two
sets of trainable weights for forward and backward processes, respectively. A DNN with
BDFA is trained to predict outputs and generate feedback feature maps simultaneously.
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3.7.2 Bidirectional-DFA
For BDFA, the loss functions are:
−→
l = −y · logyˆ − (1− y) · log(1− yˆ) (3.19)
←−
l i = 1− σ(←−a i · −→h i) (3.20)
where yˆ and ←−a are predicted labels and feature maps and σ(x) = 1
1+e−x
.




W . The training
pipeline includes forward learning phase and backward learning phase, and process them
iteratively on each training batch. For a DNN with 2 hidden layers, the activations in
the forward pass are then calculated as
−→a 1 = −→w1x,−→h 1 = σ(−→a 1) (3.21)
−→a 2 = −→w2−→h 1,−→h 2 = σ(−→a 2) (3.22)
ay =
−→w3−→h 2, yˆ = σy(ay) (3.23)






= yˆ − y = −→e (3.24)
The gradients for hidden layers in the forward pass are calculated as
δ−→a 2 = ∂
−→
l
∂−→a 2 = (
←−w1−→e )⊙ σ′(−→a 2) (3.25)
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δ−→a 1 = ∂
−→
l
∂−→a 1 = (
←−w2−→e )⊙ σ′(−→a 1) (3.26)
where ←−w i is a trainable feedback weight matrix.
The updates for the forward weights are calculated as
δ−→w1 = −δ−→a 1xT , δ−→w2 = −δ−→a 2−→h T1 , δ−→w3 = −−→e
−→
h T2 (3.27)
In the feedback pass, the activations in the feedback pass are then calculated as
←−a 1 =←−w1y,←−a 2 =←−w2y (3.28)
The losses in hidden layers are
←−
l 1 = 1− σ(←−a 1 · −→h 1) (3.29)
←−
l 2 = 1− σ(←−a 2 · −→h 2) (3.30)
The updates for the feedback weights are calculated as
δ←−w1 = −α←−l 1yT , δ←−w2 = −α←−l 2yT (3.31)
The overall procedure for BDFA is shown in Figure 3.11. The main idea of BDFA
model is that each hidden layer calculates a loss separately and updates corresponding
feedback weight matrix connecting the hidden layer and output layer.
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Figure 3.11: Back-propagation (BP) and bidirectional direct feedback alignment
(BDFA). Black arrows represent forward activation paths. Red arrows indicate error
(gradient) propagation paths. (Modified from [161]).
3.7.3 Approximating BP gradients with adaptive feedback weights
The authors in [128] proved that the random feedback matrices act like the pseudo-
inverse of feedforward weights in the same layer. Following the settings in [128], we
consider a linear network with one hidden layer,
h = Ax (3.32)
yˆ =Wh, (3.33)
where x is input, yˆ is output of the network and A,W are forward weights.
Theorem 2 in [128] described that in DFA models, the pseudo-gradients δDFAh cal-
culated by random feedback weights satisfies
δDFAh = sδPBPh (3.34)
where s is a positive scalar, and δPBPh is the exact gradients calculated using the
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pseudo-inverse of forward weights. As shown in Equation (75) in [128],
δDFAh = α(1− sy)By (3.35)
δPBPh = α(1− sy)W+y (3.36)
where α and sy are scalars, B is the random feedback matrix,W
+ is the pseudo-inverse
of forward matrix W and y is the target output.
Feedback weights are trained by mapping output features to input features. In
bidirectional training models, we approximate B ·y to the hidden layer outputs h, that
is
By → h. (3.37)
As the model is converging, we have
h =W+yˆ →W+y. (3.38)
Therefore,
δDFAh→ δPBPh, s→ 1. (3.39)
We can see as By converges to h, the gradient calculated with feedback weights will
approximate the gradient calculated using the pseudo-inverse of feedforward weights. If
the feedback weights learns the mapping from output features to input features better,
then δDFAh and δPBPh will be more similar. This might explain why the adaptive
feedback weights outperform the fixed feedback weights.
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Model BP DFA BDFA
1× 400 1.95 3.75 3.24
1× 800 1.92 4.49 3.43
2× 400 1.71 3.70 3.28
2× 800 1.74 4.21 3.40
3× 400 1.83 3.62 3.33
3× 800 1.80 4.30 3.37
Table 3.2: Test error rate (%) for back-propagation (BP), direct feedback alignment
(DFA), and bidirectional direct feedback alignment (BDFA) on the MNIST dataset.
1× 400 indicates that the MLP has 1 hidden layer with 400 neurons.
3.7.4 Experiments and discussions
In this section, we investigate if BDFA can outperform DFA on benchmark datasets
with various hyperparameter settings. We train MLPs on the MNIST and the CIFAR-
10 datasets. The activation functions are set to tanh. Following the settings in [130],
the learning rates in all the experiments are fixed and set to 0.001. The forward weights
have to be initialized to zeros [130]. The initial feedback weights are sampled from a
uniform distribution. All models are trained for 300 epochs. Training will be stopped
when training error reaches 0.01% or the number of epochs reaches 300. The mini-batch
size is set to 128. Batch normalization [100] has been applied to all models. For the
MNIST dataset, we use 50,000 samples for training and 10,000 samples for testing. For
the CIFAR-10 dataset, we use 50,000 samples for training and 10,000 samples for testing.
All the results are based on 5 independent runs.
We have open-sourced the code10 which can be downloaded from our GitHub reposi-
tory11. All the experiment scripts are included in that GitHub repository for reproducible
research.
The results on MNIST and CIFAR10 are summarized in Table 3.2 and 3.3. We can
observe that on these datasets, BDFA outperforms its counterpart with various settings
10This is written in Torch7.
11https://github.com/bigaidream-projects/bidirectional
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Model BP DFA BDFA
1× 400 46.78 48.48 48.00
1× 800 45.22 48.04 47.36
2× 400 46.22 48.52 47.98
2× 800 44.97 48.86 48.46
Table 3.3: Test error rate (%) for back-propagation (BP), direct feedback alignment
(DFA), and bidirectional direct feedback alignment (BDFA) on the CIFAR-10 dataset.
1× 400 indicates that the MLP has 1 hidden layer with 400 neurons.
on both the MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets. Admittedly, BP still outperforms BDFA
on all these tasks.
BDFA demonstrates novel applications of the approximate asymmetric gradient-
based methods to elementary parameter optimization in DNNs. Especially in BDFA,
the learning of the feedback weights and the learning of the forward weights are discon-
nected in the sense that the feedback weights are unaware of the existence of the forward
weights. This learning process for feedback updating of BDFA is also consistent with
the insight [63, 92, 163] that errors can result from mismatches between the actual and
the expected perceptions, rather than coming from external teaching signals.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research attempt to show that adaptive
and approximate asymmetric feedback channels are more effective than random and
fixed feedback channels in DNNs.
3.8 Conclusion and limitations
In this chapter, we proposed a principled and highly memory efficient hyperparameter
optimization method – distilling reverse-mode automatic differentiation (DrMAD) to op-
timize continuous hyperparameters in deep neural networks. We showed how DrMAD is
able to optimize validation loss with respect to thousands of hyperparameters in practice,
which was previously impossible due to its unreasonably large memory consumption. We
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demonstrated its effectiveness and efficiency on various benchmark datasets. We pro-
vided our motivations and attempted to give some in-depth analysis on why it works
on real-world benchmark datasets in practice. Inspired by the adaptive asymmetric na-
ture of DrMAD, we also proposed and evaluated a novel adaptive asymmetric method,
BDFA, for elementary parameter optimization on benchmark datasets.
However, DrMAD does not support the tuning of dynamic (i.e. time-dependent)
hyperparameters, such as the learning rates, in a parameter-wise and efficient manner.
Suppose that we want to use DrMAD to optimize learning rates in a DNN with 10,000
parameters for 2,000 iterations. Since the knowledge learned by DrMAD is stored in a
tensor explicitly, it is equivalent to storing 2,000 complete copies of 10,000 parameters
of the DNN in the RAM, which is inefficient from memory usage perspective. More
importantly, there is permutation symmetry within a give layer: if we change the order
of the weights associated with a neuron, the function computed by the neuron and the
layer is not changed [164]. If the mini-batch scheduling is permuted slightly, the order of
weights will be changed dramatically. That means the stored learning rate tensor does
not convey any useful information for the next meta-iteration.
Motivated by the need for tuning parameter-wise dynamic hyperparameters, we will





In the previous chapter, we showed how to use the hypergradients to optimize static
hyperparameters, such as L2 penalties. In fact, hypergradients can also be used to tune
continuous dynamic (i.e. time-dependent) hyperparameters. As an example of dynamic
hyperparameters, learning rates have been shown to be crucial for the performance of
deep models based on stochastic gradient descent [27] in many works [107, 136, 179, 212].
Therefore, choosing learning rates is a crucial step in the process of training deep models
to achieve expected performance. Various sophisticated hand-designed adaptive learn-
ing rate optimizers have been proposed [107, 179, 212]. However, these hand-designed
optimizers are usually designed to exploit structures in a particular domain and thus
can hardly provide good generalization performance for all datasets [7]. Furthermore,
though they are claimed to be adaptive, they are not hyperparameter-free and users still
need to specify learning rates for these optimizers. Another example of dynamic hyper-
parameters is the time-dependent gradient noises [155] added to DNNs during training.
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Specifically, we denote the gradient at training step t as ∇lt, then in [155] the authors
propose to add noises such that
∇lt ←∇lt +N (0, σ2t ) (4.1)
where N (0, σ2t ) is the Gaussian noise. The time-dependent hyperparameter, variance
σ2t , is preferred over fixed variance σ





where η and γ are manually selected for each combination of deep models and datasets.
The DrMAD method described in the previous chapter can be used to compute the
hypergradients of the final loss with respect to hyperparameters, but it is not suitable
for the parameter-wise setting. In this chapter, we design an effective and scalable
LSTM-based optimizer1 for tuning parameter-wise dynamic hyperparameters using hy-
pergradients obtained from DrMAD. Although our proposed method could in principle
work for any continuous dynamic hyperparameters, we focus on tuning learning rates as
a case study.
4.2 Learning to optimize
Continuous optimization algorithms are the engine of machine learning [29, 71], but
they are still hand-engineered. They authors in [77, 192] focus on learning to solve
optimization problems in sparse coding, whose inference is usually based on iterative
shrinkage and thresholding algorithms (ISTA). Since ISTA can be seen as a recurrent
neural network, the authors in [192] propose to train a recurrent neural network to
approximate ISTA. It has been demonstrated in [7, 124] that optimization algorithm
1LSTM and neural optimizer are synonymous here and sometimes we use them interchangeably.
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design can actually be cast as a learning problem and be better than hand-engineered
counterparts. In other words, we can design an algorithm to learn to exploit structures
in the problems at hand automatically.
Consider the general structure of optimizing an objective function l : Rn → R,
parameterized by w. l can be optimized by iteratively adjusting wt (the parameter
vector at time-step t) by a step vector ∆wt, starting from a random location in the
domain of the objective function f . The step vector ∆wt is provided by some functional
g of the objective function f and the learning history:
∆wt = g(l, {w1, ..., wt}) (4.3)
wt+1 = wt −∆wt (4.4)
Different functional g corresponds to different optimization algorithms [29, 33, 124].
Take the gradient descent as an example:
g(·) = α∇l(wt) (4.5)
Usually, l is optimized by iteratively adjusting wt (the weight vector at time step
t) using a step vector ∆wt obtained on a mini-batch. Based on this mini-batch, the







where X = {x1, ..., xN} is the set of N training samples with labels, Xb ⊂ X is a
mini-batch such that ∪Bb=1Xb = X, and xi ∈ Xb is a single training sample within a
mini-batch.
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Then the weight vector is updated using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) as follows:
wt+1 = wt − αt∇l(wt), (4.7)
where αt is the learning rate at time t.
Hand-designed optimizers form memories by accumulating statistics of the training
process. For example, Adam [107] updates weight vectors
wt+1 = wt − αt E[∇l]√
E[(∇l)2]
(4.8)
The learning-to-optimize approach in [124] is defined to learn the functional g, which
can be modeled by a neural network. Hence, one can convert the task of searching over
the optimization algorithm space to learning the parameters of the neural network [124].
For example, the authors in [124] formulate this as a deep reinforcement learning (RL)
problem. In other words, learning an optimization algorithm is equivalent to finding
an optimal or sub-optimal policy in an MDP defined by the tuple (S,A, r, p0, p), where
st ∈ S is the current location at step t, the objective value and the gradients evaluated
at the current and all past locations, at ∈ A is the step vector used to update the
current location at step t, rt is the objective value at step t, p(s1) : S → R+ is the initial
probability density for states, and p(st+1|st, at) : S × A × S → R+ is the transition
probability density which consists of Equation 4.3. Under this formulation, searching
over possible first-order optimization algorithms is equivalent to searching over policies
[124].
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4.3 Learning learning rates with reinforcement learn-
ing
The learning-to-optimize approaches are highly desirable for deep learning problems, as
they are trained on the non-convex problem of interest directly, whereas hand-engineered
optimization algorithms are often analyzed in the convex setting and later applied to
non-convex setting without careful adaption [124]. Despite the fact that the complete
learning-to-optimize approach [124] is principled and generic, both the learning rate and
step direction have to be chosen simultaneously at every iteration which is far from
being practical. Actually, the complete learning-to-learn method proposed in [124] can
only deal with 3-dimensional toy problems. Therefore, in order to reduce the search
space and apply it to deep learning tasks in practice, we have to restrict ourselves to a
simpler problem, which is to train a neural optimizer for the optimizee learning rates α
in Equation 4.5. This line of approaches has been studied in [47, 82].
In [47], relative entropy policy search [168] has been used to find the optimal learning
rates for a DNN. Recently, deep RL has achieved a variety of impressive results [80, 89,
123, 150, 180, 187, 208]. In [80, 150, 180], Deep RL is trained to play Atari games
from raw pixel inputs, and it achieves human-level performance on most tasks. Deep
RL has mastered the game of Go and developed inhuman strategies for itself [187].
Therefore, a deep RL algorithm is proposed in [82] to control learning rates. However,
the experiments in their work are only carried out on a toy synthetic dataset and do not
consider stochastic gradient descent setting.
In general, a deep RL agent2 is used to automatically learn policies about how to
schedule learning rates for optimizing another DNN. The state features of the agent
describe the training states of the optimizee. The reward function of this agent is
designed to learn a policy that minimize the optimizee’s training time given a certain
2RL agent and RL-optimizer are synonymous here and sometimes we use them interchangeably.
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Figure 4.1: An overview of RL-based neural optimizer for tuning learning rates at one
iteration.
performance goal. The actions of the agent correspond to changing the learning rate for
the optimizee during training. In principle, it only requires a light-weighted black-box
interface to deep models, thus allowing anybody to tune very sophisticated, state-of-the-
art deep networks without having to look under the hood.
4.3.1 Architecture
4.3.1.1 Overview
One can use either DQN or DDPG, described in Chapter 2, as the RL agent. Figure
4.1 shows the procedure of training an agent to optimize the learning rates of a given
optimizee network. At every iteration, we (1) train the optimizee as usual; (2) obtain
training loss as the reward (Section 4.3.1.3); and (3) generate state features (Section
4.3.1.2) for the agent. Finally, the agent will take one action (Section 4.3.1.4) to output
a learning rate value for the optimizee.
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Next, we define the state features, reward function and the actions that can be used
in RL problem for tuning the learning rates.
4.3.1.2 State features
A naïve way is to treat the optimizee parameters as the raw input in the hope that we
can use another DNN to learn features in an end-to-end manner. Unfortunately, even
for a simple MLP with 2 hidden layers for MNIST dataset, there are more than 100, 000
parameters. To cope with this, we might need an even larger DNN to learn from this
high-dimensional data, which cannot justify the additional complexity. Therefore, we
may have to manually design features that are informative about the current state of
the optimizee during training.
As stated in Equation 4.6, in the mini-batch setting, the actual gradients we use
to update a DNN’s parameters are the average of individual gradient li(wt|xi), whose
update can be approximated by the first order Taylor expansions:
l˜i(w +∆w|xi) = li(w|xi) +∇lTi (w|xi)∆w (4.9)
where ∆w only depends on the average gradients, and for vanilla SGD, ∆w = α∇l(w).
Based on the predictive change in function values ∆l˜i = l˜i − li, the feature proposed
in [47] is the variance of the improvement of function values:
D1 = log(Var(∆l˜i)) (4.10)
D1 is also related to the disagreement of function values, which is defined as another
feature in [47]:
D2 = log(Var(li(w|xi))) (4.11)
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4.3.1.3 Reward function
The reward function in the literature [47, 82, 124] is always defined to ensure that the
RL agent learns a policy that finds the optimal objective value in the smallest number
of iterations.




where c > 0 is a constant and llb < l(w) ∀w.
Another reward function, proposed in [47], is





where T is the total number of iteration for an episode, and l(wt) is the training loss at
iteration t.
4.3.1.4 Actions
For DQN-based approach, to make the exploration more efficient, one can assume that
the learning rates are always decreasing during training, and the agent is only allowed to
have two actions: decreasing the learning rate αt slowly, or decreasing αt more quickly.
For DDPG-based approach, the continuous action output of the actor network is the
learning rate.
4.3.2 Limitations
Although deep model-free RL-based neural optimizer takes as input the error signals of
the inner loop optimizee at every iteration, it has some severe drawbacks.
First, as with most model-free reinforcement learning methods, deep model-free RL
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usually needs a large number of episodes to find policies. This makes the model-free
RL-based neural optimizer not efficient for real-word datasets. This fact has also been
observed in [213], where the RL agent needs a cluster consisting of 32 NVIDIA K40 GPUs
for 3 weeks to get enough experiences to learn the optimal architectural hyperparameters
(e.g. how many neurons in each layer) for another DNN.
Second, the definitions of reward functions used in [47, 82] are problematic. For
example, the reward function used in [47], as in Equation 4.13, only takes care of the
convergence speed, while the most valuable information is the final validation or training
error. In other words, the real rewards for the optimizer is sparse. Actually, sparse
rewards are common to RL problems in practice. For instance, an RL agent will not
be rewarded until it finds the target in a navigation task [197]. Even worse, using RL
agent for tuning another DNN faces long horizon problems, where popular exploration
strategies can result in exponentially large sample complexity [165].
Furthermore, RL agent itself has too many hyperparameter to tune. For example,
in [150], the hyperparameters of the DQN include mini-batch size, replay memory size,
agent history length, target network update frequency, discount factor, action repeat,
update frequency, learning rate, gradient momentum, squared gradient momentum, min
squared gradient, initial exploration, final exploration, final exploration frame, replay
start size and no-op max. Hence although we want to apply DQN to tune the hyper-
parameters of another DNN, the DQN itself has introduced extra hyperparameters that
are sensitive to tuning [129].
These severe limitations of RL-based optimizers motivate us to design a simpler
and more robust neural optimizer that can make full use of direct error signals with
respect to the optimizee and keep the whole training history in its internal memory. In
the following section, we will present how to achieve these with an LSTM-based neural
optimizer.
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4.4 Learning learning rates with RNNs
4.4.1 Learning to optimize
Recent studies show that learned LSTM-based neural optimizers are competitive with
state-of-the-art hand-designed optimization methods used in small-scale deep learning
tasks [7]. Specifically, one can train an LSTM [96] optimizer g, specified by its own set of
parameters φ, and use this optimizer with memories learned from the data automatically
to optimize the loss of optimizee l in the form
wt+1 = wt − g(∇l(wt);φ) (4.14)
As a result, in a slight abuse of notation, we will write the final optimizee parameters
wT (φ, l) after T iterations as a function of the optimizer parameters φ and the function
in question. Given a distribution of function l we will write the expected loss as
L(φ) = El[l(wT (l, φ))] (4.15)
The update steps gt is the output of a recurrent neural network parameterized by φ,
whose state is denoted with Ht. While the objective function in Equation 4.15 depends
only on the final parameter value, for training the optimizer we can have an objective





where βt ∈ R are weights to determine the contributions of each l(wt). The value of
L(φ) can be minimized by using gradient descent on φ [7].
Compared to the RL-based neural optimizer [124], the LSTM-based neural optimizer
[7] has several advantages. First, the training signals for the LSTM-based neural op-
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timizer essentially come from the optimizee training samples provided by an external
oracle, if second derivatives are allowed3. The training samples are description of a
situation together with the correct action the system should take [197].
Second, compared to an RL agent, an LSTM has far less hyperparameters. For
example, we only need to choose the number of hidden states and a fixed learning rate.
Furthermore, the LSTM-based neural optimzier has far less elementary parameters,
which makes its tuning and training even easier.
4.4.2 Learning learning rates
However, the approach proposed in [7] is inefficient. First, the loss L(φ) defined in
Equation 4.16 only matches the original problem (i.e. optimizing the final loss l(wt=T ))
when we set βt = 1[t = T ]. In doing so, the back-propagation through time becomes
inefficient, and thus in [7] the authors propose to set all βt = 1. However, the loss L(φ)
is not the direct teaching signal for the neural optimizer anymore. In other words, the
optimizer might need many meta-iterations to converge to a good solution.
Second, since the neural optimizer learns how to update the optimizee parameters
directly, it needs to store all the optimizee parameters over all iterations. For example, if
we want to use the neural optimizer proposed in [7] to optimize an MLP with parameters
occupying 1GB memory for 1,000 iterations, ∼ 1TB memory is needed.
To design a more efficient neural optimizer, our proposed one is trained to output
the learning rates using the second derivatives of optimizee training loss with respect to
the learning rates across iterations. That is, in contrast to Equation 4.14, we adopt the
following rule:
wt+1 = wt − gt(D(∇l(wt));φ) · ∇l(wt) (4.17)
3In [7], they assume that the LSTM neural optimizer parameters are not responsible for the gradients
of the optimizee, in order to avoid the computation of second derivatives.
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Figure 4.2: One step of the LSTM optimizer. All LSTMs share the same parameters,
but separate hidden states. This flowchart is modified from [7].
where D(·), the input to the LSTM optimizer, is defined as the state description vector
of the optimizee gradients at iteration t, and gt(D(∇l(wt));φ) = αt.
It is reasonable to conjecture that using neural optimizers to set separate learning
rates for every single optimizee parameter would be better than setting a global learning
rate. The overall procedure is shown in Figure 4.2, where all the LSTMs share the same
parameters but separate hidden states, which is similar to [7].
D(·) in Equation 4.17, fed into the LSTM optimizer for each layer, can simply be the
identity function. However, different input coordinates might have different magnitudes.







, sgn(∇kl(wt)) if |∇kl(wt)| ≥ e−c
(−1, ec∇kl(wt)) otherwise
(4.18)
where c > 0 is a constant, ∇kl(wt) is the gradient for the k-th parameter, and sgn(·) is
the sign function.
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4.4.3 Forward pass of the optimizer
Since the outputs of the LSTM optimizer are the optimizee’s learning rates, we treat
gradients with respect to learning rates at every optimizee iteration as the gradients for
the LSTM optimizer’s output layer. Our approach differs from [7] in that the LSTM is
updated using the gradients directly from the optimizee without defining its own loss
function. In other words, the optimizee and optimizer are coupled together and share
the same loss signals for training.
A momentum-based SGD algorithm, whose learning rates are controlled by the
LSTM optimizer, is used to train the optimizee till convergence. However, we can-
not let the LSTM optimizer control the optimizee learning rates at every iteration. This
is a deeply rooted problem in the LSTM itself: the LSTM and all the other RNN variants
are limited to 100 ∼ 200 time-steps, because the long-term memory contents are diluted
at every time-step [43, 76, 109, 156]. In other words, even though we can collect the
learning rate gradients at every optimizee iteration and store them either in hard-disks
or memory, we cannot use them to effectively train an LSTM to unroll more than a few
hundred time-steps. We conjecture that, with reasonable momentum term (e.g. 0.9),
learning rates tend not to change dramatically across iterations4. Therefore, as a trade-
off, we only allow the LSTM optimizer to propose learning rates every S steps, which is
a lazy approach. Essentially, we use a straight line to approximate the optimal learning
rate curve within S steps in the hope that the actual curve is not highly bumpy. In fact,
this lazy approach also serves as a regularization technique to prevent overfitting. This
is shown from step 4 to step 7 of Algorithm 4.1, whose procedure is also shown in Figure
4.3.
In order to obtain inexpensive second derivatives with respect to learning rates at
every iteration, we chain derivatives backwards through the approximate training tra-
4In the experimental section 4.5.3, we will verify that this is indeed the case for a variety of datasets.
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jectory according to DrMAD [64]. In this case we only need to store the initial random
optimizee parameters before optimization, and the final optimizee parameters after con-
vergence in memory. The memory requirement is thus constant and affordable.
A byproduct of using the second derivatives with respect to the learning rates during
the whole training procedure is that our neural optimizer learns how to output learning
rates for achieving optimal final performance rather than short-term objectives, thus
potentially avoiding being trapped in local solutions. In contrast, the loss defined in
Equation 4.16 from [7] encourages the optimizer to learn to minimize the training loss
at every iteration. This leads to a slow and unstable convergence rate.
Algorithm 4.1 Momentum-based stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with dynamic
learning rates controlled by one LSTM optimizer.
1: inputs: initial w0, learning rate vector αt at iteration t, fixed momentum hyper-
parameter γ, train loss function ftrain, iteration number of the optimizee T , LSTM
unroll-interval S
2: initialize velocity v1 ← 0
3: for t← 1 to T − 1 do
4: if (t%S) == 0 then
5: let LSTM propose a new learning rate vector αt
6: else
7: keep αt unchanged
8: end if
9: vt+1 ← γvt − (1− γ)∇wl(wt)train update velocity
10: wt+1 ← wt −αt · vt update optimizee weights
11: end for
12: output: trained parameters wT
4.4.4 Backward pass of the optimizer
A straightforward way of updating the LSTM optimizer, which is also used in [7], is to
first let the LSTM unroll over time when it controls the learning rates of the optimizee,
and then update the LSTM through back-propagation through time (BPTT). However,
this approach is very memory-consuming, as it needs to maintain many copies of the
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Figure 4.3: Computational graph used for obtaining the learning rate gradients dα of
the optimizee. Note that the LSTM optimizer is in inference mode, and is not unrolled
through time. The red lines indicate gradients. The black lines indicate activations.
LSTMs in the memory, though those LSTMs share the same parameters. For example, if
the optimizee has 10,000 parameters, the straightforward way [7] needs to unroll 10,000
LSTMs for 100 time-steps simultaneously.
Therefore, we propose to decouple the inference and learning phases of the LSTM.
Specifically, the LSTMs are in the inference mode when they control the learning rates
of the optimizee parameters, and are not allowed to unroll. In doing so, the memory
consumption can be reduced by about 100 times.
To recover the LSTM training history to enable BPTT, we create a pseudo dataset
of input/output pairs (∇wl(wt)train, dαnew). Since we only let the LSTM optimizer to
control the optimizee every S steps, we average the optimizee parameter gradients and
the learning rate gradients over S steps. This averaging operation also helps reduce
storage consumption by S times.
The LSTMs can thus run on this pseudo dataset again sequentially, as shown in
Figure 4.4. In other words, the LSTMs are run twice.
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Figure 4.4: The LSTM optimizer is trained on the pseudo dataset consisting of the
optimizee parameter gradients dw = ∇wl(wt)train and the learning rate gradients dα.
The dw serves as the input feature, and the dα serves as the label.
4.5 Experiments
As with other deep learning models, the use of LSTM nullifies theoretical guarantees.
Therefore, in this section we experimentally demonstrate the effectiveness, efficiency and
scalability of our proposed parameter-wise neural optimizer on a variety of benchmark
datasets. Since our neural optimizer is essentially tuning the hyperparameters, we follow
the experimental settings in other hyperparameter optimization literature [33, 141, 206]
rather than those in [7]. Actually, the authors report very negative results in [7]: when
changing the activation functions or the datasets, the neural optimizer fails to generalize
and perform poorly. We would argue that the strength of a learned optimizer is that
it is highly problem specific and a more general-purpose algorithm may not be able to
exploit the extra structures in a specialized problem. As a result, we do not aim to
design a neural optimizer that can generalize across different datasets or architectures.
Instead, we focus on demonstrating that a neural optimizer that can achieve state-of-
the-art final testing performance on the tasks it has been trained before, which is similar
to [33, 141, 206] and is a trade-off we deliberately make here.
Specifically, we evaluate the proposed neural optimizer for a MLP with 2 hidden
layers, each layer having 20 neurons. Since the hidden layers are very narrow, these
optimization problems are hard. We do not include data shuﬄing and use a fixed set
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of random initial parameters for every meta-iteration for all datasets. Because learning
rate scheduling can implicitly regularize the training of DNNs (e.g. encouraging early
stopping) [58], we back-propagate the final training loss rather than the final validation,
as in [141].
We use diverse and representative benchmark datasets as a proof of concept. It
should be noted that even for these datasets, the LSTM neural optimizer has to control
hundreds of thousands of learning rates for hundreds of iterations with limited computa-
tional resources (i.e. on a single machine), which is one of the first attempts in this line
of research. Since some datasets have different number of training samples and some
of them are more difficult to train, the number of optimizee iterations are set to differ-
ent numbers, which are chosen manually. Specifically, we test our method on MNIST
[121] (20,000 training samples, 5,000 testing samples, 1,000 iterations), CIFAR-10 [110]
(20,000 training samples, 5,000 testing samples, 1,000 iterations), Iris [73] (120 training
samples, 30 testing samples, 100 iterations), Digits [5] (1,000 training samples, 500 test-
ing samples, 300 iterations), 20Newsgroups [116] (10,000 training samples, 5,000 testing
samples, 2,000 iterations), and Question Classification [127] (4,000 training samples,
1,000 testing samples, 500 iterations). The mini-batch size is 128. For each of those
baseline momentum-based SGD and each dataset we use extensive grid search5 for 10
times, because our LSTM neural optimizer is only allowed to train for 10 meta-iterations.
However, our proposed LSTM neural optimizer cannot be compared with the one
proposed in [7] directly and fairly. First, their LSTM neural optimizer can only be
trained for 100 iterations at most and is trained using Adam. Furthermore, as they tend
to propose fast changing and large learning rates, a model trained for only 100 iterations
would prefer the large learning rates, but they may not be optimal for longer training
5We also tried momentum-based SGD with exponential decays. But based on our experiments, their
performance is very close to and sometimes worse than that of the momentum-based SGD without
decays. One possible reason may be that the number of iterations is still not large enough considered
in the current learning-to-learn community [7, 124].
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period [6, 212]. It has also been shown in [6, 212] that Adam [107] or Adadelta [212]
do not provide superior final performance as compared to momentum-based SGD on a
variety of real-world datasets, though sometimes they can make the optimizee converge
slightly faster. Thus in this work, the optimizee is trained using momentum-based SGD,
and our LSTM optimizer controls the learning rates of it.
The LSTM optimizer itself is not hyperparameter-free. But for such a low-dimensional
hyperparameter space, we use a very coarse grid search to tune these hyperparameters.
In all experiments, the optimizer is a standard 2-layer LSTM with 10 hidden units,
which is trained by momentum-based SGD. In order to output a scalar, we add a linear
single-layer MLP with one output neuron on top of the LSTM.
We have open-sourced the code which can be downloaded from our GitHub reposi-
tory6. All the experiment and plotting scripts are also included in that GitHub repository
for reproducible research.
4.5.1 Effectiveness
Figure 4.5 shows the learning curves of the optimizee on the MNIST dataset, whose
learning rates are controlled by the trained7 neural optimizer which are proposed in [7]
and designed by ours, respectively. We report results with the learning rates that give
the best final performance for each method. Although the neural optimizer proposed
in [7] can decrease the training loss of a MLP optimizee on the MNIST dataset faster
than hand-designed optimizers in the early stages, it has been reported in [139] that it
is not effective in the sense that the training loss starts to increase dramatically after
400 iterations as shown in Figure 4.5. In other words, the neural optimizer proposed in
[7] is not effective for long horizons.
6https://github.com/bigaidream-projects/noh
7The neural optimizer proposed in [7] is run for 1750 meta-iterations, and ours is run for 10 meta-
iterations.
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Figure 4.5: The learning curves of the optimizee, whose learning rates are controlled
by different neural optimizers. The neural optimizer proposed in [7] loses the ability to
drive the training loss down after about 400 iterations and the training loss starts to
increase dramatically on the MNIST dataset.
Specifically, the neural optimizer proposed in [7] only learns how to output very large
changes to the parameters of the optimizee, which makes the training effective only in
the early stages of the optimization and lacks the ability to make the optimizee converge
later on. If we let the neural optimizer train a MLP optimizee on MNIST dataset for
longer horizons, it performs even much worse than using vanilla SGD with a constant
learning rate, not to mention momentum-based SGD.
Table 4.1 shows that the optimizee trained by our proposed LSTM neural optimizer
can achieve better testing performance on various datasets than the baseline method.
It should be noted that when testing, both the optimizee and optimizer are mostly
deterministic8. It also shows that our proposed LSTM-based neural optimizer does not
overfit, though we do not apply explicit regularization techniques to the optimizer, such
as dropout. One possible reason might be due to the fact that the optimizer has very
few parameters.
It may appear that a simple grid search can do a decent job of finding learning rates
for momentum-based SGD on these tasks, and our proposed LSTM neural optimizer does
8We do not use data-augmentation, shuﬄing and dropout.
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Test Loss MNIST CIFAR Iris
Baseline 0.411±0.2% 1.963±0.07% 0.249±0.4%
LSTM 0.323±0.3% 1.832±0.1% 0.127±0.7%
Test Loss Digits 20News Question Answering
Baseline 0.383±0.3% 1.849±0.1% 0.866±0.2%
LSTM 0.268±0.4% 1.003±0.2% 0.756±0.2%
Table 4.1: Test losses of the optimizee trained by the baseline approach and the LSTM
neural optimizer, respectively. The best test error among all epochs of 10 runs with
different initialization (random seeds) for each learning rate setting is recorded as the
baseline’s final performance.
























Figure 4.6: The meta-learning curves obtained by using the method from [7] on the
MNIST dataset.
not justify its additional complications. But it should be noted that, we can optimize
thousands of static hyperparameters (e.g. L2 penalties) and dynamic hyperparameters
(e.g. learning rates, time-dependent Gaussian noises) simultaneously by combining the
method described in the previous chapter with the LSTM neural optimizer introduced in
this chapter, while grid search method can only optimize low-dimensional hyperparame-
ters (e.g. less than 20). Furthermore, all these can be done within a few meta-iterations.
4.5.2 Efficiency
The authors of [7] did not report how many meta-iterations they used for training the
neural optimizer. We find that in order to reproduce the results in their paper, it needs
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Figure 4.7: The meta-learning curves on a variety of datasets show the optimizee training
loss at the end of each meta-iteration, whose learning rates are controlled by one LSTM
neural optimizer.
more than one thousand meta-iterations. Figure 4.6 shows the the training loss at the
end of each meta-iterations obtained using the method described in [7]. We can observe
that the training loss does not decrease in the first 150 meta-iterations, and it is not
stable after 150 meta-iterations. Furthermore, the performance of their neural optimizer
is not robust. Therefore, they have to freeze the optimizer parameters and evaluate its
performance after each epoch, and then pick the best optimizer (according to the final
validation loss) and report its average performance.
Figure 4.7 shows the training loss at the end of each meta-iterations on a variety
of datasets using our method. In sharp contrast, we can see that our LSTM optimizer
can improve the optimizee performance significantly and consistently within 10 meta-
iterations.
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4.5.3 Learned learning rate curves
Figure 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13 show the learning rates proposed by the LSTM
neural optimizer for the optimizee. The learning rate curves are locally jagged, because
the LSTM optimizer is lazy in the sense that it only changes learning rates at every S it-
erations. In general, the learning rate schedules proposed by the LSTM neural optimizer
start by taking relatively large steps in the beginning and then take smaller steps near
the end of training, which might contribute to its ability to decrease the training loss of
the optimizee for much longer horizons. But the learning rates proposed by the LSTM
optimizer are diverse and at different scales. They are not necessarily monotonic decreas-
ing patterns because they are functions of the full optimization dynamics. According to
[41], many parameters in a DNN are not important and can be pruned without hurting
the final performance too much. This may imply that some of the learned learning rate
schedules are not important to the final solution. On the other hand, the computations
of learning rate gradients are dependent on hundreds of thousands of iterations of SGD
for elementary parameter updates. Within each iteration of SGD, it involves forward-
and then back-propagation through a DNN. Overall, the stacking of all the above oper-
ations would result in noisy learning rate gradients. In other words, some of the learned
learning rate patterns may be due to noises.
As we can observe from Figure 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13 that the learned
learning rates are indeed globally smooth. However, this may be also because the LSTM
optimizer is incapable of learning more complicated learning rate patterns. It should also
be noted that the LSTM optimizer has learned effective mappings, as shown in Table
4.1 that the LSTM optimizer outperforms the grid-searched momentum-SGD trained
optimizee.
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Figure 4.8: Learning rates proposed by the LSTM neural optimizer for 2 randomly
chosen parameters of MLP on the MNIST dataset. The optimizee has been trained for
1000 iterations.


















































Figure 4.9: Learning rates proposed by the LSTM neural optimizer for 2 randomly
chosen parameters of MLP on the CIFAR-10 dataset. The optimizee has been trained
for 1000 iterations.






















































Figure 4.10: Learning rates proposed by the LSTM neural optimizer for 2 randomly
chosen parameters of MLP on the Iris dataset. The optimizee has been trained for 100
iterations.
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Figure 4.11: Learning rates proposed by the LSTM neural optimizer for 2 randomly
chosen parameters of MLP on the Digits dataset. The optimizee has been trained for
300 iterations.



















































Figure 4.12: Learning rates proposed by the LSTM neural optimizer for 2 randomly
chosen parameters of MLP on the 20newsgroup dataset. The optimizee has been trained
for 1000 iterations.























































Figure 4.13: Learning rates proposed by the LSTM neural optimizer for 2 randomly
chosen parameters of MLP on the Question Classification dataset. The optimizee has
been trained for 500 iterations.
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4.5.4 Generalization to longer horizons
We first use the LSTM neural optimizer to learn learning rate schedules for one MLP
(each layer still has 20 neurons) for 10 meta-iterations, where the MLP itself is trained
on the subset of the data for certain iterations. For the Iris dataset, we use 100 samples,
100 iterations; for the MNIST dataset, we use 15,000 samples, 300 iterations; for the
20Newsgroups dataset, we use 6,000 samples, 300 iterations.
Then we fix the learned LSTM neural optimizer and use it to control another MLP
for training on bigger subsets of the data for longer training time. For the Iris dataset,
we use 150 samples, 200 iterations; for the MNIST dataset, we use 30,000 samples, 600
iterations; for the 20Newsgroups dataset, we use 12,000 samples, 600 iterations.
Figure 4.14 shows that after learning on smaller datasets, the LSTM neural optimizer
is able to find reasonable learning rate schedules on bigger datasets for more iterations.
4.6 Conclusion
We presented an effective and efficient LSTM-based neural optimizer for learning parameter-
wise learning rates using approximate inexpensive second derivatives directly from the
optimizee. As with other deep models, the use of LSTM nullifies theoretical guaran-
tees. Our empirical results have confirmed that our LSTM neural optimizer trained
by using hypergradients from the optimizee compares favorably against grid-searched
momentum-based SGD for DNNs. More importantly, our approach is much more effi-
cient and converges faster compared to state-of-the-art neural optimizers. Our LSTM
neural optimizer works well across various datasets. Through this work we obtain one of
the first steps towards truly scalable and practical neural optimizers for parameter-wise
dynamic hyperparameters.
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Figure 4.14: The learning curves of the optimizee, whose learning rates are controlled
by the LSTM optimizer. Left: Learning curves of the optimizee trained by baseline
and the neural optimizer for certain iterations (100 for Iris, and 300 for MNIST and
20Newsgroups), respectively. Right: Learning curves of the optimizee trained by baseline
and the neural optimizer for certain iterations (200 for Iris, and 300 for MNIST and
20Newsgroups), respectively. The neural optimizer is fixed after training on a smaller
dataset for 300 iterations.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Summary of contributions
5.1.1 Adaptive asymmetric RMAD for optimizing the elementary-
and hyper-parameters of deep neural networks
We proposed an effective, efficient and scalable method, DrMAD, which is based on
recent advances in reverse-mode automatic differentiation and allows for optimizing
hyperparameters with gradients. We dispelled the long-held assumptions about the
constraints [11, 15, 54] on learning hyperparameters by using gradients. That is, we
establish that the path used by the reverse pass does not have to be exactly the same
one used in the forward pass. Furthermore, in contrast to BO, DrMAD can make use
of the gradients collected during the inner loop training as the intermediate feedback.
The standard way of computing these gradients involves a forward and backward pass
of computations. However, the backward pass usually needs to consume unaffordable
memory to store all the intermediate variables to exactly reverse the forward training
procedure. DrMAD can distill the knowledge of the forward pass into a shortcut path,
through which we approximately reverse the training trajectory. Experiments on a va-
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riety of benchmark datasets show that DrMAD is 15 ∼ 45 times faster and consumes
50 ∼ 100 times less memory compared to state-of-the-art methods for optimizing hyper-
parameters with minimal compromise to its effectiveness. To the best of our knowledge,
DrMAD is the first research attempt to make it practical to automatically tune thou-
sands of hyperparameters of deep neural networks. Inspired by the adaptive nature of
DrMAD, we develop an asymmetric and adaptive gradient-based method for optimizing
elementary parameters in DNNs, which is more effective than its fixed counterpart.
5.1.2 Parameter-wise neural optimizer for dynamic hyperpa-
rameters with hypergradients
We developed an effective, efficient and scalable LSTM-based parameter-wise neural
optimizer for tuning the dynamic hyperparameters, such as learning rates, of another
DNN (i.e. the optimizee). The parameters of the LSTM optimizer are updated us-
ing the hypergradients obtained by using DrMAD. As a result, the convergence rate of
our approach is at least 20 times faster than other similar methods. Furthermore, it is
more robust. To make it more memory efficient, we decouple the inference and learning
phases of the LSTM optimizer, thus consuming ∼ 100 times less memory at the cost
of running the LSTM optimizer twice. We only allow the LSTM to propose dynamic
hyperparameters every S iterations (e.g. S = 10), which alleviates the problem caused
by back-propagation through a long time-horizon. As a byproduct, it also reduces the
memory consumption by S times. Extensive experiments show that our approach out-
performs the state-of-the-art neural optimizer in terms of classification accuracy of the
DNN being optimized for long horizons. This work is one of the first approaches towards
enabling the neural optimizer to train another DNN to converge to a good solution on
real-world datasets, which usually needs hundreds of thousands of iterations.
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5.2 Limitations and future work
The works described in this thesis represent the first forays into the asymmetric and ap-
proximate reverse-mode automatic differentiation for elementary- and hyper-parameter
optimization in DNNs in an unified and scalable manner. But it is only a proof of
concept and still not immediately applicable to large-scale deep learning models on big
data. As future work, we would like to extend this framework in the following directions.
5.2.1 Vanishing hypergradients
When back-propagating the gradients of loss with respect to elementary parameters in
DNNs with many layers, repeated multiplication with small parameter matrices in each
layer makes the gradient information too small to be informative about the medium-
and long-term shape of the training objective [17]. This so-called vanishing gradients
problem was later addressed by theoretical and engineering innovations, such as skip
connections [86], batch normalization [100], and proper initialization [195], which lead
to the current state-of-the-art. The situation is even worse when back-propagating the
hypergradients, because they are dependent on thousands of iterations of elementary
back-propagation. One promising direction would be to develop skip connections [86]
tailored to hypergradients, which essentially shortens the expected path during optimiz-
ing hyperparameters.
5.2.2 Biologically plausible and theoretically founded adaptive
asymmetric RMAD for DNNs
Deep learning, despite its impressive empirical successes, is still a very young field.
Compared with other more mature machine learning fields, we have very limited under-
standing of why they work [71]. When empirical evidence suggests a fact without certain
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theoretical guarantees yet, it might just mean that the theory is inadequate [16, 53]. It
has been argued in [16, 53] that one should not be afraid of methods for which we have
no theoretical guarantees yet, particularly if they have been shown to work well.
Many successful algorithms in the deep learning community did not come with strong
theoretical guarantees when they were first proposed [71, 96, 109, 156, 186, 210]. Follow-
ing the common practices in the deep learning community [71, 86, 119, 210], we mainly
demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the adaptive asymmetric automatic dif-
ferentiation methods by doing extensive experiments on diverse benchmark datasets.
They still lack theoretical rigor and we would investigate and improve them further:
• Currently, our feedback channels are designed based on heuristics and backed by
empirical results. For DrMAD, it is based on the observation that a single coarse
line search is sufficient to visualize the training dynamics of a DNN. For BDFA,
it is motivated by the need to prevent the feedforward weights from becoming
too similar to the feedback random weights. It has been argued in [161] that
disconnected feedback channels are similar to the controllers used in dynamical
control loops. Thus, it would be interesting to investigate the connections between
these two.
• In our proposed adaptive asymmetric gradient-based methods, the feedforward
and feedback channels interact with each other in a very simple manner. It is
well-known in the neuroscience community that the feedback channels carry infor-
mation from the higher layers to the lower sensory layers and modulate the neuron
activities in the lower layers [68]. These suggest that feed-forward and feedback
channels could interact in a variety of new ways enabled by the hierarchical plas-
ticity mechanisms supported by rich literature in neuroscience.
• Recently, [42] studies the connection between the loss function of a feed-forward
DNN and the Hamiltonian of the spherical spin-glass model, and it shows that for
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large-sized DNNs trained by BP, the lowest critical points of the loss function are
located in a well-defined band lower-bounded by the global minimum. It would be
interesting to investigate whether this still holds when using asymmetric RMAD.
5.2.3 Bayesian optimization with derivatives
BO and gradient-based methods are not mutually exclusive. Derivative information can
be incorporated into Gaussian process (GP) under the assumption that these deriva-
tives are generated by a GP [133]. The covariance kernel with derivatives are given by
k(f(λi), ∂df(λj)) = ∂dk(λi, λj), and k(∂df(λi), ∂pf(λj)) = ∂d∂pk(λi, λj), where ∂df is
defined as the partial derivative of f with respect to direction d. Combining BO and
derivatives has been shown to work well for up to 4-D problems [4]. It is not clear if this
will work in higher dimensions. On the other hand, due to the intrinsic training diffi-
culties of LSTM, neural optimizers cannot handle very long horizons, which, however,
seems easy for BO. Hence, incorporating the continued exploration mechanism of BO
into gradient-based methods is promising.
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